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Identifying newly isolated adenovirus is important to the understanding of 

pathogens and molecular evolution. With the advancement of sequencing technology, 

virus sequences are accumulated. New genotypes emerge due to recombination in capsid 

proteins, penton base, hexon, and fiber. A rapid identification of newly emerging 

genotypes became necessary for current HAdV scientists, and a software tool was 

developed to accurately identify and characterize the genotypes based on recombination. 

The genotyping tool characterizes newly emergent adenoviruses by identifying the type-

specific epitopes and complementing them with the referencing database. The genotyping 

outcomes are based on BLAST results, phylogenetic trees, and sequence identity with the 

pre-existing epitopes. The performance of the genotyping was tested on 52 human 
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adenovirus genotype sequences, resulting in 100% sensitivity and specificity. Genotyping 

enables quick and accurate detection of novel strains.  

The modest protection afforded by the RV144 vaccine offers an opportunity to 

evaluate its mechanisms of protection. Differences between HIV-1 breakthrough viruses 

from vaccine and placebo recipients can be attributed to the RV144 vaccine, as this was a 

randomized and double-blinded trial. CD8 and CD4 T-cell epitope repertoires were 

predicted in HIV-1 proteomes from 110 RV144 participants. Predicted Gag epitope 

repertoires were smaller in vaccine recipients than in placebo recipients (p = 0.019). After 

comparing participant-derived epitopes to corresponding epitopes in the RV144 vaccine, 

the proportion of epitopes that could be matched differed depending on the protein 

conservation (only 36% of epitopes in Env vs 84%–91% in Gag/Pol/Nef for CD8 

predicted epitopes) or on vaccine insert subtype (55% against CRF01_AE vs 7% against 

subtype B). To compare predicted epitopes to the vaccine, we analyzed predicted binding 

affinity and evolutionary distance measurements. Comparisons between the vaccine and 

placebo arm did not reveal robust evidence for a T-cell driven sieve effect, although some 

differences were noted in Env-V2 (0.022#p-value#0.231). The paucity of CD8 T-cell 

responses identified following RV144 vaccination, with no evidence for V2 specificity, 

considered together both with the association of decreased infection risk in RV 144 

participants with V-specific antibody responses and a V2 sieve effect, led us to 

hypothesize that this sieve effect was not T-cell-specific. Overall, our results did not 

reveal a strong differential impact of vaccine-induced T-cell responses among 

breakthrough infections in RV144 participants. 
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Staphylococcus aureus is the leading cause of skin and soft tissue infections 

worldwide. Strain identification is critical for understanding the epidemiology of this 

pathogen. The highly variable spa gene provides a sensitive method for distinguishing S. 

aureus isolates. The spa gene product is a surface antigen with Ig-binding activity that is 

involved in immune evasion. Spa includes a variable Xr region that has multiple repeats, 

usually 8 amino acids in length. Repeats within an Xr region may have different amino 

acid sequences. Over 19,817 variants of the spa gene are known to date. Combined with 

other methods such as multilocus sequence typing, spa typing can provide high resolution 

strain identification. This is an open-source spa typing program that: requires no helper 

applications; it can be integrated into bioinformatics pipelines and can analyze complete 

draft genome sequences.  
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION TO HUMAN ADENOVIRUS  

Human adenoviruses (HAdVs) were first isolated from a child’s adenoid tissue in 

1953 (Rowe et al., 1953) as well as from an U. S. Army recruit as a respiratory infection 

(Hilleman et al., 1954). Since the identification of adenoviruses (AdVs), numerous 

members of the Adenoviridae family have been characterized across different host 

species. Most likely, all vertebrates are affected by AdVs, including fish, frogs, snakes, 

birds, canines, and primates (for example, chimpanzee and human) (Russell & Benkö, 

1999). Human adenoviruses can cause respiratory diseases, gastroenteritis, acute febrile 

pharyngitis, pharyngoconjunctival fever, acute respiratory disease, pneumonia, 

keratoconjunctivitis, pertussis-like syndrome, acute hemorrhagic cystitis, 

meningoencephalitis, and hepatitis (Jones et al., 2007). Species HAdV-B, HAdV-E, and 

HAdV-C are associated with respiratory diseases. Species HAdV-B, HAdV-E, and 

HAdV-D are responsible for ocular diseases. Serotypes HAdV-F40 and HAdV-F41 cause 

gastroenteritis, although recent studies have shown the HAdV-D genotype also causes 

gastroenteritis (Liu et al., 2011; Liu et al., 2012). HAdV-E4 is primarily responsible for 

acute respiratory disease, but also causes ocular disease. HAdV-E4 is also one of the two 

HAdVs for which a vaccine has been developed (Jones et al., 2007), reflecting its 

importance as a human respiratory pathogen (Table 1). 
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Table 1 

Taxonomy of Human Adenoviruses and Their Cell Tropism 

Species Genotypes Site of Infection 

A 12, 18, 31, 61 Gastrointestinal tract 

B 3, 7, 11, 14, 16, 21, 34, 35, 50, 

55, 66, 68, 76, 77, 78, 79 

Respiratory tract and/or ocular tract, 

Urogenital system 

C 1, 2, 5, 6, 57, 89 Respiratory tract 

D 8, 9, 10, 13, 15, 17, 19, 20, 22, 

23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 

30,32, 33, 36, 37, 38, 39, 42, 

43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 51, 

53, 54, 56, 58, 59, 60, 62, 63, 

64, 65, 67, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 

74, 75, 80, 81,82, 83, 84, 85, 

86, 87, 88, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 

95, 96, 97, 98, 99, 100, 101, 

102, 103 

Ocular tract (Keratoconjunctivitis), 

Gastrointestinal tract 

E 4 Respiratory tract, ocular tract 

F 40, 41 Gastrointestinal tract 

G 52 Gastrointestinal tract 

Note: Human adenovirus genotypes 1 to 103 are classified based on genomic and bioinformatic approaches.  

 

1.1 Morphology 

The adenoviruses are non-enveloped icosahedral viruses comprising a linear 

double-stranded DNA genome surrounded by a protein capsid. The shell is 70–100 nm in 

diameter and is made up of 252 capsomeres, out of which 240 homotrimeric hexons 

make up the faces and 12 penton bases on the edges that have protruding trimerized fiber 

proteins that include a knob region (Figure 1) (Waye & Sing, 2010). The knob is 
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responsible for cell recognition and entry. Hexon proteins contain type-specific serum 

neutralization epitopes, and the fiber knob contains hemagglutination epitopes 

(Hierholzer, 1992). These proteins define individual virus genotypes. The capsid core is 

made of two major proteins (polypeptide V and polypeptide VII) and a minor arginine-

rich protein. A 55 kDa protein is covalently attached to the 5’ends of the DNA. 

 

 

Note: The penton base and fiber proteins function to recognize and allow penetration into virus while hexon maintains 

capsid structural stability. Adapted from Mary Miu Yee Waye and Chor Wing Sing (2010), “Anti-Viral Drugs for 

Human Adenoviruses,” Pharmaceuticals 3(10), 3343–3354. 

Figure 1: Structure of a Human Adenovirus 
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1.2 Life Cycle 

An adenovirus attaches to the cell surface protein receptor through its fiber knob 

to a Coxsackie and Adenovirus Receptor (CAR) on a host T-cell. Attachment is followed 

by interaction of the penton base with cellular integrin that promotes receptor-mediated 

internalization. The virus is uncoated due to high pH within the host T-cell and the DNA 

is transported into the nucleus. Early transcription genes undergo translation to produce 

20 early proteins, which induce the host T-cell to create favorable conditions for further 

viral replication. The viral encoded protein at the 5’end initiates the DNA synthesis. 

Synthesized DNA is spliced into 18 mRNA fragments and are transported to cytoplasm. 

Translation processes result in viral structural proteins that are transported into the 

nucleus, where morphogenesis occurs. Viral DNA is packed into capsid and released 

from the host T-cell by budding. The virus is transmitted from host to host through 

aerosol droplets, faeco-oral route, contaminated fingers, and contaminated fomites. 

1.3 Genome 

The human adenovirus (HAdV) genome is a linear double-stranded DNA 

molecule of approximately 36 kb, containing flanking ~100 bp inverted terminal repeats 

(ITR) (Figure 1 and Figure 2). These sequences contain the origins of viral replication. 

ITRs are followed by the viral packaging sequences at the left end of the genome, which 

are used in DNA encapsulation. The terminal proteins help in the initiation of viral DNA 

replication. Viral capsid is composed of three major proteins (II, III, and IV) and five 

minor proteins (IIIa, IVa2, VI, VIII, and IX) (see Figure 1). Proteins V, VII, and X 

condense the DNA and mediate core and capsid interactions. Protease is required for the 
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maturation of the assembled infectious virus. The adenovirus genome encodes ~40 

proteins, which are classified as early or late expressing. Early proteins are expressed 

before DNA replication, and late proteins are expressed after replication. The genome 

contains early transcription units (E1-E4) and late regions (L1-L5), shown in Figure 2. 

The adenovirus major late promoter directs the synthesis of late pre-mRNA that id 

alternatively spliced to generate late mRNAs to produce late proteins. Two additional 

small late transcripts produce virus-associated (VA) RNAs (RNAI and RNAII). RNAI 

plays a role to stimulate the early and late genes, such as E3 and hexon (Svensson & 

Akusjärvi, 1984). Due to the controlled progression of gene expression, adenoviruses are 

good vectors for gene therapy. 

 

 

Note: The genome is organized into sets of early proteins (E1, E2a, E2b, E3, and E4), late proteins (L1, L2, L3, L4, and 

L5), and inverted terminal repeats (ITR) at the ends. 

Figure 2: Transcription map of the human adenovirus genome 

 

1.4 Classification 

Human adenoviruses are classified under the genus Mastadenovirus. There are 

more than 103 HAdV genotypes (HAdV Working Group, 2019) accepted, based on 
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genomic data and characterization, and are classified into species HAdV-A to HAdV-G 

(Table 2). Traditionally, HAdVs were classified based on haemagglutination and serum 

neutralization, cell culture, and pathogenicity.  

 

Table 2 

GC% Content of HAdVs Species A to G 

HAdV Min-GC% Max-GC% 

HAdV-A 46.37 46.52 

HAdV-B 48.78 51.28 

HAdV-C 55.19 55.36 

HAdV-D 54.59 57.48 

HAdV-E 57.67 57.67 

HAdV-F 50.95 51.22 

HAdV-G 55.11 55.11 

Note: Species A has lowest GC% content while species D and E have the highest. 

 

Serological tests recognize the hexon ε (epsilon) epitope for virus neutralization, 

and haemagglutination assays identify the ɣ (gamma) epitope on the fiber (Rosen et al., 

1960). These two serological assays must be run simultaneously to achieve acceptable 

HAdV serotyping. Serological assays are difficult and tedious to perform, requiring a 

complete set of viruses, antisera, and various red blood cells (Crawford-Miksza & 

Schnurr, 1994; Shenk et al., 2003), all of which are not readily available to the research 

community, and may have lot-to-lot variability. For typing novel adenoviruses, exact 

titrations of all adenovirus genotypes and their antisera with the novel adenovirus are 
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required, which is not practical. Also, these traditional tests analyze only two very small 

parts of the genome, so their results may be inaccurate, particularly in the identification 

of recombinant HAdVs (Wigand et al., 1982. This was proven to be the case in a neonate 

pneumonia case reported in France, as the virus also caused highly contagious 

keratoconjunctivitis in the health care providers (Henquell et al., 2009). Another 

mischaracterization by using the serum neutralization assay was demonstrated by the 

analysis of an emergent respiratory pathogen, HAdV-B55 (Walsh et al., 2010). This was 

shown to be a recombinant of HAdV-B11 (a renal pathogen) and HAdV-B14 (a 

respiratory pathogen), and reported as “HAdV-B11a,” with questions of tropisms. 

Genome analysis showed approximately 97% of the genome was from a parental 

HAdV-B14. Other regions of the genome contribute to virus pathology. For example, 

recent research indicated that genomic regions such as E3, E4, penton base, and fiber 

showed better correlation of virus biology and pathology (for example in viral tropism 

and virulence) than hexon (Robinson et al., 2013; Walsh et al., 2009). 

An enormous amount of adenovirus data has been generated from genome 

sequencing. As it is impossible to study these sequences base by base, broad overviews 

were examined within these strains. Quantitative measures include GC content (Figure 3) 

and genome percent identity to support species classification and characterization. 

Phylogenetic analysis is the most common way to examine human adenovirus identities 

and relationships (Walsh et al., 2009). Significant biological and pathogenic changes 

(Walsh et al., 2009), along with genome-based paradigms and algorithms help aid in the 
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analysis and characterization of the whole genome (Seto et al., 2011), specifically, the 

penton base, hexon variable loop regions, and fiber knob proteins.  

 

 

Note: Graphical representation of the GC% range of HAdV species A to G. GC% is one of the species defining criteria 

for human adenovirus. Since there are overlaps in between C and G, B and F, other computational tools are needed to 

accurately identify the species. 

Figure 3: HAdVs Species A to G GC% Range Chart 

 

1.5 Recombination 

Organisms, through their genomes, undergo changes through different 

mechanisms, including sequence recombination, insertion, and deletions. These provide 
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for evolution and may contribute to fitness and adaptation. Recombination is a 

mechanism that human adenoviruses commonly utilize (Kajon et al., 2010; C. M. 

Robinson et al., 2011b; O. J. Robinson et al., 2009, 2013b; Yang et al., 2009). In 

particular, human adenoviruses have been observed to contain many instances of 

recombination among the penton base, hexon, and fiber genes (Grodzicker et al., 1974; 

Mautner et al., 1984; Williams et al., 1975). The recombination results in inserting a 

pathogenic gene into a nonpathogenic genotype (C. M. Robinson, 2013; O. J. Robinson et 

al., 2011). One example of this recombination-driven evolution is HAdV-B55. The hexon 

in HAdV-B55 is identical to that from the renal pathogen HAdV-B11, and it is 

serologically typed as such. The hemagglutination reaction, however, recognizes it as a 

respiratory pathogen, HAdV-B14. Serologically, it would appear in hosts as a renal 

pathogen, but would cause respiratory diseases. Genome analysis shows this novel 

respiratory pathogen was a recombinant of HAdV-B14 and HAdV-B11 (Liu et al., 2014; 

Walsh et al., 2010; Yang et al., 2009). Another example of the importance of 

recombinants is HAdV-D53. HAdV-D53 was classified originally as HAdV-D22 when it 

first appeared. HAdV-D22 is a nonpathogenic strain, whereas HAdV-D53 is a highly 

contagious epidemic keratoconjunctivitis (EKC) agent. HAdV-D53 has undergone 

multiple recombinations (Engelmann et al., 2006). HAdV-D53 is considered a novel 

strain based on the genomic analysis (Walsh et al., 2009). As noted by the pathogenic 

differences, it is insufficient to name HAdV-D53 as a variant of HAdV-D22, due to its 

serological profile. Another similar event occurred in HAdV-D64. It was classified 

originally as serotype HAdV-D19 by serology. Like HAdV-D22, HAdV-D19 is a non-
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pathogenic virus. However, HAdV-D64 is a highly contagious EKC agent, resulting from 

the recombination among HAdV-D19p, HAdV-D22, and HAdV-D37. HAdV-D19 and 

HAdV-D64 have 100% sequence identity. HAdV-D19 had a lack of association with the 

keratitis and is not infectious for corneal epithelial cells. HAdV-D64 was later 

reclassified due to its unique pathogenicity (Zhou et al., 2012).  

1.6 Zoonosis  

Nonhuman primates are a potential source for emerging transmission of zoonotic 

disease to humans (Wolfe et al., 2007; Gillespie et al., 2008). Human and nonhuman 

primates share similar physiological and genetic properties. This close phylogenetic 

proximity is favored for interspecies transmissions of pathogens between human and 

nonhuman primates (Leendertz et al., 2006). Jones et al. (2008) have estimated that 75% 

of the infectious diseases with severe implications for public health has a zoonotic origin. 

Diseases such as HIV and Ebola hemorrhagic fever have been linked with different 

primate species (Palmarini et al., 2007). A possible horizontal transmission event was 

also detected in human adenovirus between nonhuman primates and humans (Wevers et 

al., 2011).  

Studying and understanding zoonosis could provide important information for 

possible contagious diseases in humans and help set up surveillance for epidemic 

outbreaks (Gillespie et al., 2008). Zoonosis may also have an interesting implication in 

the use of simian adenovirus as a vector for human gene therapy and vaccines. Simian 

adenovirus proteins and human immune responses apparently have no cross-reactivity 

(Roy et al., 2004). This implies that simian adenovirus-based vectors are safe for humans 
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to use. However, if zoonosis occurs, there may be nonhuman simian adenoviruses in the 

human population, which complicates cross-reactivity.  

1.6.1 HAdV-E4 - Zoonosis Example 

HAdV-E4 is a major human respiratory pathogen with implications for epidemic 

outbreaks globally. HAdV-E4 and HAdV-B7 are responsible for about 60%–80% of the 

acute respiratory disease cases in U. S. military training camps. They are the only HAdVs 

for which vaccines have been developed and applied. Interestingly, HAdV-E4 is the sole 

HAdV member in the species E. This species contains several chimpanzee adenoviruses 

that are highly similar to one another. For example, it shares a 97% sequence similarity 

with SAdV-E26, which is much higher than with any HAdVs. That is, genome analysis 

of HAdV-E4 showed a closer phylogenetic relationship with the chimpanzee 

adenoviruses rather than with human adenoviruses (Dehghan et al., 2013). This suggests 

the possibility of HAdV-E4 arising through zoonosis from chimpanzee to human through 

a series of adaptations.  

1.7 Human Adenovirus Working Group  

The Human Adenovirus (HAdV) Working Group at George Mason University is 

a collaboration of adenovirus researchers with the mission to refine and standardize the 

typing criteria. The new genome sequence information and the detailed working group 

contacts are posted on the HAdV Working Group website (http://hadvwg.gmu.edu/). The 

current parameters and criteria used to identify novel sequences can be located on the 

Submit “candidate” HAdV page (http://hadvwg.gmu.edu/index.php/submit-candidate-

hadv/). All novel candidate strains need to be submitted to the correct email addresses 
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(provided on the Submit page) for review. Once the approval of the candidate strain has 

been passed unanimously in favor, a letter will be sent to the requester and the new strain 

will be announced on the Home page (Table 1). The human adenovirus working group 

helps standardize the process of identifying and acknowledging novel adenoviruses. The 

grouping and typing criteria are part of an ongoing project that helps develop and refine 

adenovirus identification.  

Originally, human adenoviruses were of 52 different serotypes (Shenk et al., 

2001), which were characterized by traditional serological methods. Types are now 

characterized by genomic analysis and are called genotypes, including the 52 serotypes. 

There are two current criteria used for identifying a novel type. The first criterion is that 

to be considered a novel type, the hexon or fiber gene must be a new “serological” type, 

or the sequence presumably contributing to the serology must be “new” or different. A 

more recent criterion is that the candidate type must be a new “recombinant” of hexon, 

penton base, or fiber genes. The typing of novel candidates also includes differences in 

the penton base (Oostrum et al., 1985; Biere & Schweiger, 2010; Ebner et al., 2005a, 

2005b; Gall et al., 1998). The penton base is an important marker; modifying penton base 

RGD or HVR1 sequences will change the viruses’ pathogenicity and cell type 

recognition. Therefore, the penton base gene is an important consideration used to 

identifying a novel adenovirus type. 

1.8 Proposal 

Advancements in DNA sequencing technology have allowed human adenovirus 

genomes to be readily sequenced and used to develop a standardized and consistent 
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bioinformatics approach to identify, characterize, and genotype newly emergent 

pathogens through sequence analysis of the whole genome along with the major capsid 

proteins (hexon, penton base, and fiber). These capsid proteins contain useful defining-

specific variable regions appropriate for typing. For example, the hexon protein 

comprises highly variable regions HVRs1-6 in loop 1 and HVR 7 in loop 2 (Crawford-

Miksza & Schnurr, 1996) followed by conserved region in its sequence. The penton base 

has two highly variable regions, HVR1 and RGD. Similarly, fiber has a highly conserved 

shaft, but highly variable knob regions. Considering these variable regions, a three-step 

bioinformatics analysis is proposed and designed for a thorough and exact 

characterization, typing, and classification of human adenovirus. The flow of genotyping 

consists of Similarity Based Analysis (SBA), Percent Identity Based Analysis (IBA), and 

Phylogenetic Based Analysis (PBA). Currently there are 103 genotypes recognized: 4 

HAdV-A, 16 HAdV-B, 6 HAdV-C, >71 HAdV-D, 1 HAdV-E, 2 HAdV-F, and 1 HAdV-

G (Table 1).  
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CHAPTER 2 

GENOTYPING TOOL FOR CHARACTERIZING HUMAN ADENOVIRUS 

2.1 Similarity Based Analysis (SBA) 

Identifying newly isolated adenovirus is important to the understanding of 

pathogens and molecular evolution. With the advent of viruses being sequenced and 

accumulated, a software tool is developed for the rapid identification of types based on 

the epitopes of hexon, penton base, and fiber. Genotyping identification tool is a semi-

automatic system used to type and characterize newly emergent adenoviruses by 

identifying the type-specific epitopes and complementing with the referencing database. 

The Genotyping outcomes are based on the BLAST results, phylogenetic trees, and 

sequence identity with the pre-existing epitopes. The performance of the Genotyping was 

tested on 53 human adenovirus genotype sequences, resulting in 100% sensitivity and 

specificity. Genotyping enables quick and accurate detection of novel strains. 

2.1.1 Introduction 

Various genotyping servers employ sequence SBA to characterize the virus. 

Examples include HepSEQ (Gnaneshan et al., 2007) for Hepatitis B virus; BioAfrica for 

Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV); and HIV STAR (Myers et al., 2005). This is a 

paradigm change from serology-based typing methods to more exact genome sequence-

based typing. The human adenovirus genome is approximately 35kb in length and 
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encodes for major proteins that are used for genotyping: penton base, hexon, and fiber. 

The genotyping of this virus is based on sequence similarities and variations in major 

capsid proteins as recommended (Seto et al., 2011).  

2.1.2 Material and Methods 

2.1.2.1 Compilation of Reference Dataset. 

2.1.2.1.1 Sequence Extraction. Genbank 

(https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/) has 361 entries for “human 

adenovirus genomes” currently. Genotypes 1 to 52 are considered as a 

reference dataset, as originally characterized serotypes. In this project, 

a pipeline has been developed to automate the sequence extraction 

from Genbank. FASTA format whole genomes for species A, B, C, D, 

E, F, and G are extracted from Genbank though the automated 

application (Note: Accession numbers are listed in a text file. Application reads the accession 

numbers from an input text file and creates a URL to query GenBank and download the files 

in GenBank and FASTA format. 

Figure 4). Coding regions/CDs of capsid proteins penton base, hexon, and fiber 

nucleic acid (NA) sequences and amino acid (AA) FASTA format sequences are 

downloaded and saved to local folders. 
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Note: Accession numbers are listed in a text file. Application reads the accession numbers from an input text file and 

creates a URL to query GenBank and download the files in GenBank and FASTA format. 

Figure 4. Java Code to Download GenBank Sequences 

 

HAdV 1-52 genotypes with accession numbers: HAdV-C1 (AF534906), HAdV-C2 

(AC_000007), HAdV-B3 (AY599834), HAdV-4 (AY594253), HAdV-C5 (AC_000008), 

 public static void getAccNum(String ipFile, String gbOPDir, String fastaOPDir){ 
  try{ 
   FileReader fr = new FileReader(ipFile); 
   BufferedReader br = new BufferedReader(fr); 
   String s1 = ""; 
   while((s1 = br.readLine()) != null){ 
    String accNum = s1.trim(); 

System.out.println("Accession: " + accNum); 
String urlGB = "https://eutils.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/eu-
tils/efetch.fcgi?db=nuccore&amp;id=" + accNum.trim() + 
"&amp;rettype=gb&amp;retmode=text"; 
String urlFasta = "https://eutils.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/en-
trez/eutils/efetch.fcgi?db=nuccore&amp;id=" + ac-
cNum.trim() + "&amp;rettype=fasta&amp;retmode=text"; 

    System.out.println(urlGB); 
    String fileDirGB = gbOPDir + accNum + ".gb"; 
    String fileDirFasta = fastaOPDir + accNum + ".fasta"; 
    download(urlGB , fileDirGB); 
    download(urlFasta , fileDirFasta);} 
   br.close(); } 
  catch (IOException e){ 
   System.out.println(e.getMessage());}} 
public static void download(String address, String localFileName) { 
 OutputStream out = null;URLConnection conn = null;InputStream  in = null; 
 try{ 
  URL url = new URL(address); 
  out = new BufferedOutputStream(new FileOutputStream(localFileName)); 
  conn = url.openConnection(); 
  in = conn.getInputStream(); 
  byte[] buffer = new byte[1024]; 
  int numRead; 
  while ((numRead = in.read(buffer)) != -1){ 
    out.write(buffer, 0, numRead);}} 
  catch (Exception exception){ 
   exception.printStackTrace();} 
  finally{ 
   try{ 
    if (in != null) 
     in.close(); 
    if (out != null) 
     out.close(); } 
   catch (IOException ioe){}}}} 
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HAdV-C6 (FJ349096), HAdV-B7 (AY594255), HAdV-D8 (AB448767), HAdV-D9 

(AJ854486), HAdV-D10 (JN226746), HAdV-D11 (AY163756), HAdV-A12 

(AC_000005), HAdV-D13 (JN226747), HAdV-B14 (AY803294), HAdV-D15 

(AB562586), HAdV-B16 (AY601636), HAdV-D17 (AC_000006), HAdV-A18 

(GU191019), HAdV-D19 (AB448771), HAdV-D20 (JN226749), HAdV-B21 

(AY601633), HAdV-D22 (FJ404771), HAdV-D23 (JN226750), HAdV-D24 (JN226751), 

HAdV-D25 (JN226752), HAdV-D26 (EF153474), HAdV-D27 (JN226753), HAdV-D28 

(FJ824826), HAdV-D29 (JN226754), HAdV-D30 (JN226755), HAdV-A31 (AM749299), 

HAdV-D32 (JN226756), HAdV-D33 (JN226758), HAdV-B34 (AY737797), HAdV-B35 

(AY271307), HAdV-D36 (GQ384080), HAdV-D37 (DQ900900), HAdV-D38 

(JN226759), HAdV-D39 (JN226760), HAdV-F40 (NC_001454), HAdV-F41 

(DQ315364), HAdV-D42 (JN226761), HAdV-D43 (JN226762), HAdV-D44 (JN226763), 

HAdV-D45 (JN226764), HAdV-D46 (AY875648), HAdV-D47 (JN226757), HAdV-D48 

(EF153473), HAdV-D49 (DQ393829), HAdV-B50 (AY737798), HAdV-D51 

(JN226765), HAdV-G52 (DQ923122). 

2.1.2.1.2 Sequence Alignment. The downloaded whole genome FASTA files 

are combined to create a multi-FASTA file for further analysis. 

Similarly, penton base, hexon, and fiber nucleotide and amino acid 

sequence multi-FASTA files are generated to perform the multiple 

sequence alignments. The ClustalW algorithm in Molecular 

Evolutionary Genetics Analysis (MEGA) version 7.0.14 (Kumar et al., 

2016) is used for sequence alignment and phylogenetic analysis. 
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BLOSUM matrix is used for nucleotide and PAM matrix is used for 

amino acid sequence alignments. For pairwise alignment, the gap 

opening penalty is 10 and gap extension penalty is 0.1, and for 

multiple sequence alignment the gap opening penalty is 10 and gap 

extension penalty is 0.2. 

2.1.2.1.3 Variable Regions of PHF. A multiple sequence alignment of hexon 

sequences is used to determine the variable and conserved portions of 

the sequences based on the primers as listed in Table 1 (see Figure 5). 

This is useful for characterizing and distinguishing between different 

adenoviruses.  
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Source: Madisch et al., Table 1 from Phylogenetic analysis of the main neutralization and hemagglutination 

determinants of all human adenovirus prototypes as a basis for molecular classification and taxonomy, 2005. 

Figure 5: Table 1 (1a and 1b) Hexon Primers 
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Hexon has two highly variable regions, Loop 1 and Loop 2 (L1, L2) (Notes: Epitopes are labeled based on their 

location in the genome. The HAdV hexon protein includes variable loops, L1, and L2; the penton base includes 

variable regions, hypervariable region1 (HVR1), and RGD; and the fiber includes the variable knob region. 

Figure 6), followed by a highly conserved region (Con). With respect to Madisch 

et al.’s (2005) analysis for HAdV subtyping, the following unique primers specific to 

each subtype were derived from the multiple sequence alignment (Madisch et al., 2005):  

• L1 is the region between amino acid sequences PSFKPY (start primer) and 

FIGLMY (stop primer) (Table 1a in Figure 5); and 

• L2 is the region between the amino acid sequences LLLD/LLMD (start 

primer) and AMEI (stop primer) (Table 1b in Figure 5). 

The fiber knob region spans positions 14–22 in the multiple sequence alignment for all 

types (see Note: The application has “Input,” “prog,” and “refdb” folders, a Java class file, and a “RUN_THIS.cmd” 

file. 

Figure 9) and is variable and useful for distinguishing type.  
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Notes: Epitopes are labeled based on their location in the genome. The HAdV hexon protein includes variable loops, 

L1, and L2; the penton base includes variable regions, hypervariable region1 (HVR1), and RGD; and the fiber includes 

the variable knob region. 

Figure 6: Genome Organization of Adenovirus Capsid Proteins: Penton Base, Hexon, and Fiber 

 
Source: Madisch et al., Table 2 from Phylogenetic analysis of the main neutralization and hemagglutination 

determinants of all human adenovirus prototypes as a basis for molecular classification and taxonomy, 2005. 
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Figure 7: Table 2 Fiber Knob Domain Primers 

 

2.1.2.2 Similarity Based Analysis – Bioinformatics Application. As per the 

HAdV Working Group recommendations, the genotyping is 

carried out using major capsid proteins: penton base, hexon, and 

fiber knob. Sequence similarity analysis is performed using the 

National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI)’s Basic 

Local Alignment Search Tool (BLAST). A bioinformatics pipeline 

(Notes: Unknown HAdV FASTA sequence is BLAST-searched against reference 

databases of the penton base gene, hexon gene, fiber gene, and variable sequence regions 

of penton base (HVR1 and RGD), hexon (L1 and L2), and fiber (knob region). A BLAST 

search of each epitope sequence against a given reference dataset allows prediction of the 

virus genotype. 

Figure 8) is developed to execute a local BLAST against in-house compiled 

reference genotypes. Running the similarity searches locally can save time and provide 

the flexibility of size, volume, database version, and Internet restrictions. The NCBI 

provides command line tools to run BLAST+ (U.S. National Library of Medicine, NCBI, 

accessible at 

https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi?CMD=Web&PAGE_TYP

E=BlastDocs&DOC_TYPE=Download). The reference dataset’s 

whole genome, penton base, hexon, and fiber nucleotide and amino 

acid sequences are used to generate the individual databases 

wholegenome_db, penton base_db, hexon_db, and fiber knob_db. 
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Notes: Unknown HAdV FASTA sequence is BLAST-searched against reference databases of the penton base gene, 

hexon gene, fiber gene, and variable sequence regions of penton base (HVR1 and RGD), hexon (L1 and L2), and fiber 

(knob region). A BLAST search of each epitope sequence against a given reference dataset allows prediction of the 

virus genotype. 

Figure 8: Similarity-Based Analysis (SBA) for Characterizing HAdV 

 

The FASTA format unknown genome/new genome of HAdV is given as input to 

the pipeline (Note: The application has “Input,” “prog,” and “refdb” folders, a Java class file, and a “RUN_THIS.cmd” 

file. 
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Figure 9); a local BLAST is performed against all the reference databases 

(wholegenome_db, penton base_db, hexon_db, and fiber knob_db, L1_db, L2_db, 

Con_db, HVR1_db, RGD_db, fiberknob_db) and outputs the results in tab delimited 

format (Table 3 and Table 4). 

The main purpose of the application is to characterize unknown or new human 

adenovirus genome to determine three capsid proteins: penton base, hexon, and fiber. 

BLAST is performed against the whole genome reference database, hexon reference 

database, penton base database, and fiber database, and the epitope databases of L1, L2 

and Con, HVR1, RGD, and fiber knob. BLAST results are parsed based on highest hits—

which has the highest length match and e-value and bit score. Based on the coordinates 

provided in the results, penton base, hexon, and fiber coding sequences are extracted for 

new genome and saved locally. The highest hit genotype is assigned to the individual 

protein to determine penton base, hexon, and fiber (PHF). These newly extracted 

sequences are used as input for a second iteration of BLAST against a variable region’s 

reference database. Penton base variable region HVR1 and RGD, hexon variable regions 

L1, L2 and Con, and fiber variable region fiber knob’s genotype values are extracted 

from BLAST results, and sequence files are saved locally for further bioinformatics 

analysis—identity based and phylogenetic analysis—to confirm the PHF assignment. 

The SBA tool is a standalone application developed using Java version 1.8. It is 

used to characterize and classify newly sequenced human adenovirus genome. The 

application directory structure contains “Input”, “prog”, “refdb” directories, a Java class 

file, and “RUN_THIS.cmd” files (Note: The application has “Input,” “prog,” and “refdb” folders, a Java class file, and 

a “RUN_THIS.cmd” file. 
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Figure 9). A FASTA format (“>“with a header followed by nucleotide sequence) 

whole genome sequence file (query genome) is copied into “Input.” The “prog” directory 

contains BLAST executables, and “refdb” has all reference databases. Double-click the 

“RUN_THIS.cmd” to run the program in command line automatically. The query 

sequence is BLAST searched against reference datasets to determine epitopes. Based on 

highest similarity score of 90% and above and E-value, each epitope sequence and 

refined BLAST results are written into an autogenerated “Output” folder. The output 

contains BLAST results for individual proteins (penton base, hexon, and fiber) and 

epitopes (HVR1, RGD, L1, L2, and fiber knob). If both the variable regions HVR1 and 

RGD belong to genotype HAdV-C1, then the query genome’s penton base will be 

assigned as HAdV-C1 genotype; otherwise, HVR1 belongs to HAdV-C1 and RGD 

belongs to HAdV-C2, and the penton base is a new genotype. Similarly, for hexon, if L1, 

L2 and conserved BLAST results predict the same genotype (HAdV-C1), then the 

assignment is HAdV-C1; otherwise, the query genome’s hexon is assigned to a new 

genotype. If fiber knob BLAST results predict HAdV-C6, then the assigned fiber is 

HAdV-C6. The final output file is “AssignedPHF_Type.txt,” which is a tab delimited file 

with final PHF (P1H1F6) assignment (Table 3 and Table 4). 
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Note: The application has “Input,” “prog,” and “refdb” folders, a Java class file, and a “RUN_THIS.cmd” file. 

Figure 9: Similarity-Based Analysis Standalone Tool for Characterizing HAdV 

 

2.1.3 Results 

Characterizations of new human adenovirus are referred by distinct recombination 

in the PHF open reading frames (ORFs) (Seto et al., 2011). The highest similar reference 

genotype is assigned for each ORF to determine new genotype. The similarity-based 

genotyping tool has been tested on genotypes 1–52 (Table 3). These are unique 

genotypes, and BLAST hits identify them successfully as original genotypes with highest 

percent similarity score.  

 

Table 3 

Similarity Based Tool Predicted Genotype Results for HAdV Genotypes 1 to 52 

Query Penton base Hexon Fiber Assigned PHF 

HAdV-C1 1 1 1 P1/H1/F1 

HAdV-C2 2 2 2 P2/H2/F2 

HAdV-B3 3 3 3 P3/H3/F3 

HAdV-E4 4 4 4 P4/H4/F4 

HAdV-C5 5 5 5 P5/H5/F5 

HAdV-C6 6 6 6 P6/H6/F6 
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Query Penton base Hexon Fiber Assigned PHF 

HAdV-B7 7 7 7 P7/H7/F7 

HAdV-D8 8 8 8 P8/H8/F8 

HAdV-D9 9 9 9 P9/H9/F9 

HAdV-D10 10 10 10 P10/H10/F10 

HAdV-B11 11 11 11 P11/H11/F11 

HAdV-A12 12 12 12 P12/H12/F12 

HAdV-D13 13 13 13 P13/H13/F13 

HAdV-B14 14 14 14 P14/H14/F14 

HAdV-D15 15 15 15 P15/H15/F15 

HAdV-B16 16 16 16 P16/H16/F16 

HAdV-D17 17 17 17 P17/H17/F17 

HAdV-A18 18 18 18 P18/H18/F18 

HAdV-D19 19 19 19 P19/H19/F19 

HAdV-D20 20 20 20 P20/H20/F20 

HAdV-B21 21 21 21 P21/H21/F21 

HAdV-D22 22 22 22 P42/H22/F22 

HAdV-D23 23 23 23 P23/H23/F23 

HAdV-D24 24 24 24 P27/H24/F24 

HAdV-D25 25 25 25 P25/H25/F25 

HAdV-D26 26 26 26 P26/H26/F26 

HAdV-D27 27 27 27 P27/H27/F27 

HAdV-D28 28 28 28 P28/H28/F28 

HAdV-D29 29 29 29 P29/H29/F29 

HAdV-D30 30 30 30 P30/H30/F30 

HAdV-A31 31 31 31 P31/H31/F31 

HAdV-D32 32 32 32 P32/H32/F32 

HAdV-D33 33 33 33 P33/H33/F33 
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Query Penton base Hexon Fiber Assigned PHF 

HAdV-B34 34 34 34 P34/H34/F34 

HAdV-B35 35 35 35 P35/H35/F35 

HAdV-D36 36 36 36 P36/H36/F36 

HAdV-D37 37 37 37 P37/H37/F37 

HAdV-D38 38 38 38 P38/H38/F38 

HAdV-D39 39 39 39 P39/H39/F39 

HAdV-F40 40 40 40 P40/H40/F40 

HAdV-F41 41 41 41 P41/H41/F41 

HAdV-D42 42 42 42 P42/H42/F42 

HAdV-D43 43 43 43 P43/H43/F43 

HAdV-D44 44 44 44 P44/H44/F44 

HAdV-D45 45 45 45 P45/H45/F45 

HAdV-D46 46 46 46 P46/H46/F46 

HAdV-D47 47 47 47 P47/H47/F47 

HAdV-D48 48 48 48 P48/H48/F48 

HAdV-D49 49 49 49 P49/H49/F49 

HAdV-B50 50 50 50 P50/H50/F50 

HAdV-D51 51 51 51 P51/H51/F51 

HAdV-G52 52 52 52 P52/H52/F52 

Note: Results file contains tab delimited output of query genome name, assigned penton base, hexon, and fiber 

genotype based on similarity scores. 

 

The application is further tested for recombinant genotypes 53 to 103 (Table 4).  

Accession numbers: HAdV-D53 (FJ169625), HAdV-D54 (AB333801), HAdV-B55 

(FJ643676), HAdV-D56 (HM770721), HAdV-C57 (HQ003817), HAdV-D58 

(HQ883276), HAdV-D59 (JF799911), HAdV-D60 (HQ007053), HAdV-A61 (JF964962), 
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HAdV-D62 (JN162671), HAdV-D63 (JN935766), HAdV-D64 (EF121005), HAdV-D65 

(AP012285), HAdV-B66 (JN860676), HAdV-D67 (AP012302), HAdV-B68 (JN860678), 

HAdV-D69 (JN226748), HAdV-D70 (KP641339), HAdV-D71 (KF268207), HAdV-D72 

(KF268335), HAdV-D73 (KY618676), HAdV-D74 (KY618677), HAdV-D75 

(KY618678), HAdV-B76 (KF633445), HAdV-B77 (KF268328), HAdV-B78 

(KT970440), HAdV-B79 (LC177352), HAdV-D81 (AB765926.1), HAdV-D82 

(LC066535.1), HAdV-D83 (KX827426.1), HAdV-D84 (MF416150), HAdV-D85 

(LC314153), HAdV-D86 (KX868297), HAdV-D87 (MF476841), HAdV-D88 

(MF476842), HAdV-C89 (MH121097), HAdV-D91 (KF268208), HAdV-D92 

(KF268325), HAdV-D93 (KF268334), HAdV-D94 (KF268201), HAdV-D95 

(KF268206), HAdV-D96 (KF268327), HAdV-D97 (KF268320), HAdV-D98 

(KF268332), HAdV-D99 (KF268211), HAdV-D100 (KF268330), HAdV-D101 

(KF268324), HAdV-D102 (KF268312), HAdV-D103 (KF268322) 

 

Table 4 

Similarity Based Tool Predicted Genotype Results for HAdV Genotypes 53to 103 

Query Penton base Hexon Fiber Assigned P/H/F 

HAdV-D53 37 22 8 P37/H22/F8 

HAdV-D54 54 54 8 P54/H54/F8 

HAdV-B55 14 11 14 P14/H11/F14 

HAdV-D56 9 15* 9 P9/H15/F9 

HAdV-C57 1 57 6 P1/H57/F6 

HAdV-D58 58 58 29 P58/H358F29 

HAdV-D59 59 25 9 P59/H25/F9 
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Query Penton base Hexon Fiber Assigned P/H/F 

HAdV-D60 60 20 60 P60/H20/F60 

HAdV-A61 31 61 31 P31/H61/F31 

HAdV-D62 62 62 62 P62/H62/F62 

HAdV-D63 30 30 29 P30/H30/F29 

HAdV-D64 22 19 37 P22/H19/F37 

HAdV-D65 65 10 9 P65/H10/F9 

HAdV-B66 7 7 3 P7/H7/F3 

HAdV-D67 67 9 25 P67/H9/F25 

HAdV-B68 16 3 16 P16/H3/F16 

HAdV-D69 69 15* 42 P69/H15/F42 

HAdV-D70 70 70 29 P70/H70/F29 

HAdV-D71 9 20 71 P9/H20/F71 

HAdV-D72 72 30 72 P72/H30/F72 

HAdV-D73 73 73 27 P73/H73/F27 

HAdV-D74 74 74 51 P74/H74/F51 

HAdV-D75 75 26 29 P75/H26/F29 

HAdV-B76 21 21 16 P21/H21/F16 

HAdV-B77 35 34 7 P35/H34/F7 

HAdV-B78 11 11 7 P11/H11/F7 

HAdV-B79 11 34 11 P11/H34/F11 

HAdV-D81 49 48 22 P49/H48/F22 

HAdV-D82 82 15* 37 P82/H29/F37 

HAdV-D83 83 9 15 P83/H9/F15 

HAdV-D84 43 17 84 P43/H17/F84 

HAdV-D85 37 19 8 P37/H19/F8 

HAdV-D86 9 25 25 P9/H25/F25 

HAdV-D87 9 15* 25 P9/H15/F25 
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Query Penton base Hexon Fiber Assigned P/H/F 

HAdV-D88 88 15* 9 P88/H15/F9 

HAdV-C89 89 2 2 P89/H2/F2 

HAdV-D91 37 37 17 P37/H37/F17 

HAdV-D92 92 32 27 P92/H32/F27 

HAdV-D93 28 37 38 P28/H37/F38 

HAdV-D94 33 15* 9 P33/H15/F9 

HAdV-D95 95 9 15 P95/H9/F15 

HAdV-D96 23 32 62 P23/H32/F62 

HAdV-D97 97 28 22 P97/H28/F22 

HAdV-D98 98 46 9 P98/H46/F9 

HAdV-D99 9 46 39 P9/H46/F39 

HAdV-D100 100 17 30 P100/H17/F30 

HAdV-D101 101 37 45 P101/H37/F45 

HAdV-D102 102 38 30 P102/H38/F30 

HAdV-D103 103 33 30 P103/H33/F30 

Note: Results are query genome, assigned penton base, hexon, and fiber based on similarity scores. Genotypes 15* and 

29 are considered single neutralization genotypes of same species. 

 

2.1.3.1 SBA-NEW Genotypes. 

2.1.3.1.1 HAdV-B54. HAdV-B54 was first reported from a nosocomial 

outbreak in Japan. Initial serological methods typed this as HAdV-8. 

Genomic analysis of penton base, hexon, and fiber showed similarity 

score in BLAST search <95% with HAdV-D45, <95% with HAdV-

D32, and 97% with HAdV-D8, respectively. Considering a 95% cutoff 
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score, this resulted in the penton base as new, hexon as new, and fiber 

as HAdV-D8, P54/H54/F8. 

2.1.3.1.2 HAdV-B55. HAdV-B55 is an acute respiratory pathogen completely 

characterized in China in 2006. This was first identified in 1969 in 

Spain as HAdV-B11a. The whole genome has a 98% similarity to 

HAdV-B14, whereas protein level analysis was penton base, 99% with 

HAdV-B14; hexon, 98% with HAdV-B11; and fiber, 99% with 

HAdV-B14. Hence, the predicted genotype was P14/H11/F14. 

2.1.3.1.3 HAdV-D56. Analysis found penton base, 99% with HAdV-D10; 

hexon, 98% with -D15 and  

-D29; and fiber, 99% with D9. The SBA prediction is P10/H15/F9. 

2.1.3.1.4 HAdV-A61. HAdV-A61 has the highest similarity score with -A31, for 

penton base and fiber at 99% and 98%, respectively, whereas hexon 

does not have a significant match with the cutoff; hence, the 

application predicts and assigns P31/H61/F31. 

2.1.3.1.5 HAdV-D72. BLAST results predict significant similarity score of 

<95% cutoff for penton base and fiber with -D43 and -D44, 
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respectively. Hexon is 98% similar with -D30. Hence, the program 

predicts the sequence’s genotype as P72/H30/F72. 

2.1.3.1.6 HAdV-D85. The application parsed penton base of -D37 with 100% 

similarity, hexon of -D9 with 98%, and fiber of -D8 with 100%, and 

assigned P37/H9/F8. 

2.1.3.1.7 HAdV-D92. There is no significant match found for penton base in the 

BLAST results within the cutoff. Hexon is -D32 with >98%, and fiber 

is -D27 with 99%. The predicted genotype is P92/H32/F27. 

2.1.3.1.8 HAdV-D101. For HAdV-D101, a significant hit was identified for 

penton base above cutoff of -D45 with 96% similarity. Further 

variable region BLAST analysis predicted HVR1 and RGD with 

different genotypes (recombination); hence, penton base is identified 

as a new one. Hexon and fiber have hits of >95% with -D37 and -D45, 

respectively. The final assignment is P101/H37/F45.  

2.1.3.1.9 HAdV-D103. Due to the recombination of HVRs, penton is considered 

as new genotype -D103. A significant hit of -D25 with >98% 

similarity assigns hexon H25, whereas for fiber, there are two 
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significant matches found within the given criteria, -D30 and -D49. 

The assignment is P103/H25/F30.  

2.2 Percent Identity Based Analysis (IBA) Human Adenovirus 

2.2.1 Introduction 

Identifying human adenovirus is essential for understanding the epidemiology of 

outbreaks and the pathways of molecular evolution of adenoviral genotypes. However, 

genomic sequencing reveals that regions may undergo genome recombination as an 

evolutionary mechanism (Dehghan et al., 2013; Walsh et al., 2010); ones that include the 

epitope regions of the three major capsid proteins may be used to characterize the 

emergent potential pathogen. Many examples of these novel pathogens that arose through 

recombination among the penton base, hexon, and fiber genes have been reported 

(Grodzicker et al., 1974; Mautner et al., 1975; Williams et al., 1975). Capsid proteins 

such as hexon and fiber contain various epitope sites and were used as a target for 

detection (Norrby, 1969; Rux & Burnett, 2000). Historically, serological methods 

utilizing specific antibodies were used to detect the epitope markers. The hexon epitope 

region folds into two distinct loops with hypervariable amino acid sequences—Loop 1 

(L1) and Loop 2 (L2)—and was known as the ε (epsilon) fragment (Crawford-Miksza & 

Schnurr, 1996). The fiber knob contains the variable region ɣ (gamma) epitope and is 

also variable with respect to amino acid sequence. The penton base variable regions are 

located on the hypervariable region 1 (HVR1) and the RGD loop (HVR2) (Zubieta et al., 

2005) and have been shown to elicit an antibody response.  
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The novel genotypes arise from either a newly determined capsid protein, through 

mutations in the variable sequence regions, or predetermined capsid proteins with a 

different genome recombination pattern. Characterizing these epitope regions gives more 

insight into recognizing genotypes of novel HAdV pathogens. Based on sequence 

analysis of epitopes HVR1, RGD, ε (L1 and L2), and ɣ, a molecular-based classification 

method is developed to identify new genotypes. Analyzing the sequence identity 

comparing a new genomic region with existing genotypes will determine the genotype of 

the region. Pairwise sequence alignment is used to identify regions of similarity, which is 

useful in indicating the functional, structural, and evolutionary relationships between two 

genomic sequences. Pairwise alignment is done using different methods, such as dot-

matrix, dynamic programming, etc. Software tools such as Emboss 

(https://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/psa/emboss_needle/) are used to determine the identity 

score between the sequences. Determining individual percent identity scores for each pair 

and analyzing the data is time consuming; hence, the process is automated for all proteins 

and epitopes.  

The goal of this study is to develop a method to automate the process of 

determining percent identity scores between the pairs for HVR1, RGD, L1, L2, and fiber 

knob epitopes of capsid proteins, for the purposes of identifying and characterizing 

human adenovirus genotypes, including novel, emergent types. 
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2.2.2 Materials and Methods 

Multiple Sequence Alignment 

Multiple sequence alignment (MSA) is created using the ClustalW algorithm in 

Molecular Evolutionary Genetics Analysis (MEGA) version 7.0.14 (Saitou & Nei, 1987; 

Tamura et al., 2004, Kumar et al., 2016). Whole genome, penton base, hexon, and fiber 

nucleotide sequence alignments, as well as amino acid sequences from the latter three, 

are performed with gap opening and extension penalties of 10, 0.5, BLOSUM62 and 

PAM250 matrices, respectively. 

Phylogenetic Tree Building 

The phylogenetic trees were constructed using MEGA software. The evolutionary 

distances were computed using the Maximum Composite Likelihood method (Tamura et 

al., 2007) and are in the units of the number of base substitutions per site. The distances 

from each sequence to all others were calculated and stored in a matrix. The trees were 

constructed from the distance matrix using a specific tree-building algorithm Neighbor-

Joining method (Saitou et al., 1987). The analysis involved 52 nucleotide sequences. All 

positions containing gaps and missing data were eliminated. The phylogenetic trees are 

constructed with 1000 bootstrap iteration. The scale at the bottom of the tree (Column A 

in Figure 10) represents 0.1 nucleotides per site in the multiple sequence alignment.  

Percent identity (PI) is the percentage of identical matches between the two 

nucleotide sequences over the aligned region, including the gaps. PI scores were 

determined by aligning two sequences with Needleman-Wunsch global alignment 

(http://www.bioinformatics.nl/cgi-bin/emboss/needleall) under default parameters, gap 
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opening penalty 10.0, gap extension penalty 0.5. Percent divergence (PD) is calculated by 

doing a 100% identity score. The pairwise divergence scores (PDS) are sorted for each 

genotype from lowest to highest divergence score along with genotype. The results of 

sorted PD for different species are shown in Table 5. 
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A B 

  

Notes: (A) Phylogenetic tree of HVR1 nucleotide sequences for HAdV 1 through 52 genotypes. (B) Phylogenetic tree 

of RGD nucleotide sequences for HAdV 1 through 52 genotypes. These are constructed from CLUSTALW aligned 

MSA and neighbor-joining methods using MEGA. 0.05 nucleotides per site in the alignment. The highlighted (green 

solid triangle) pairs are closely related HAdV genotypes. 

Figure 10: Phylogenetic Analysis of Human Adenovirus HVR1, RGD Nucleotide Sequences 
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Table 5 

Pairwise Sequence Alignment 

HAdV First Closest to PDS Second Closest to PDS 

HAdV-A31 HAdV-A18 16.1 HAdV-G52 30.9 

HAdV-B7 HAdV-B3 10.1 HAdV-B21 29.7 

HAdV-B11 HAdV-B35 15.1 HAdV-B21 19.7 

HAdV-C1 HAdV-C2 27.2 HAdV-C6 30.9 

HAdV-D29 HAdV-D15 0.0 HAdV-D51 22.1 

HAdV-D39 HAdV-D43 5.8 HAdV-D36 20.6 

Note: Pairwise alignment score sorted results of Loop 1 (L1) of the hexon gene. Listed are the first and second 

divergence scores of HAdV-A31, -B7, -B11, -C1, -D29, -D39. The closest possible divergence score for HAdV-D39 is 

-D43, with a pairwise divergence score (PDS) of 5.8. 

 

Sequence Divergence Determination as a Basis for HAdV Genotyping 

Penton Base (HVR1 and RGD) 

Determining the sequence divergence cutoff is performed by observing 

phylogenetic tree relationships of the variable regions HVR1 and RGD of the penton base 

(Figure 10). The steps include identifying the closely related pairs within the species and 

clade. The percent divergence scores for these identified pairs are in ascending order to 

determine the least possible score between the closest pair to establish the criteria or 

cutoff that will be used to define a new type. For HVR1, divergence scores are 0.0% for 

HAdV-D48 and -D49; HAdV-D27 and -D24; HAdV-D32 and -D44; and HAdV-D15 and 

-D46. HAdV-D29 and -D17 and HAdV-D28 and -D33 have the same score, 1.6% 

(Column A of Table 6). The HAdV-D28 and -D33 pair is considered because of its 
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greater bootstrap value in the tree. Similarly, for RGD, the pair HAdV-D32 and -D44 

with 1.5% divergence is considered for genotyping cutoff (Column B of Table 6). 

 

Table 6 

HAdV Divergence Score to Determine Genotype for Penton Base 

A B 

ID1 ID2 HVR1 % 
Divergence 

ID1 ID2 RGD % 
Divergence 

HAdV-D28 HAdV-D33 1.6 HAdV-D32 HAdV-D44 1.5 

HAdV-D29 HAdV-D17 1.6 HAdV-D15 HAdV-D25 0.5 

HAdV-D15 HAdV-D46 0.0 HAdV-D23 HAdV-D33 0.1 

HAdV-D32 HAdV-D44 0.0 HAdV-D25 HAdV-D36 0.0 

HAdV-D27 HAdV-D24 0.0 HAdV-D26 HAdV-D10 0.0 

HAdV-D48 HAdV-D49 0.0 HAdV-D28 HAdV-D20 0.0 

Note: (A) The divergence scores for HVR1 nucleotide sequences for closest pairs from the phylogenetic tree are listed 

to derive the genotype cutoff. For species D, HAdV-D28 and HAdV-D33 have the lowest divergence score to 

differentiate genotypes within the species. For species B, HAdV-B3 and HAdV-B7 were identified with the lowest 

divergence score. (B) Derived divergence scores for RGD nucleotide sequences for closest pairs from the phylogenetic 

tree are listed to derive the genotype cutoff. The cutoff is 1.5 between HAdV-D32 and HAdV-D44. 
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A B 

  

Notes: The hyper variable loops are useful for determining new genotypes. (A) Phylogenetic tree of human adenovirus 

genotypes from 1 to 52 of L1 nucleotide sequences. (B) Phylogenetic tree of human adenovirus genotypes from 1 to 52 

of L2 nucleotide sequences. These trees are constructed from CLUSTALW aligned MSA and neighbor-joining 

methods using MEGA. The scale in the graph 0.05 indicates the number of nucleotides per site in the alignment. The 

highlighted (green solid dots) pairs are closely related HAdV genotypes. 

Figure 11: Phylogenetic Analysis of Human Adenovirus Hexon Gene’s Variable Loops, Loop 1 and 

Loop 2 
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Table 7 

Genotype Determination Using HAdV Hexon Loops Divergence Score 

ID1 ID2 L1 % Divergence L2 % Divergence 

HAdV-D15 HAdV-D29 0.0 0.4 

HAdV-D39 HAdV-D43 5.8 3.2 

HAdV-D30 HAdV-D37 6.0 7.3 

HAdV-D13 HAdV-D37 6.5 7.3 

HAdV-D9 HAdV-D32 9.2 7.4 

HAdV-B3 HAdV-B7 10.1 10.1 

Notes: Listed the s divergence scores of L1 and L2 nucleotide sequences to derive the genotype cutoff. Species D, 

HAdV-D39 and HAdV-D43, has the lowest divergence score to differentiate genotypes within the species. For species 

B, HAdV-B3 and HAdV-B7 were identified with lowest divergence score. 

 

Hexon (L1 and L2)  

Based on the phylogenetic trees of the hexon highly variable sequence regions 

(epitopes) Loops L1 and L2, closely related/pairs were identified, and the percent 

divergence for the pairs were determined and highlighted with solid green dots in  

Figure 11. The first closest pair in L1 is HAdV-D15 and HAdV-D29, which has a genetic 

divergence of 0.0% (Table 5) at the nucleotide sequence level, and they are highly similar 

with one amino acid difference (Madisch et al., 2005). The second best closely related 

pair within species D is HAdV-D39 and HAdV-43 (Table 5 and Table 7), with 5.8% 

divergence for L1 and 3.2% for L2. This pair is clearly discerned by no cross-

neutralization according to Heim analysis (Madisch et al., 2005). Nucleotide sequence 

divergence >5.8% for L1 and >3.2% for L2 compared to the next homologous sequence 
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in the reference data set is the criterion for a new genotype. For species B, HAdV-B3 and 

HAdV-B7 with 10.1% score determines the cutoff for genotyping for both L1 and L2. 

Fiber (Fiber Knob) 

A nucleotide sequence-based phylogenetic tree of 52 genotypes is analyzed to 

determine the criteria cutoff for fiber knob typing. The closest pairs, HAdV-D44 and 

HAdV-D48, HAdV-D32 and HAdV-D33, HAdV-D34 and HAdV-D35, HAdV-D24 and 

HAdV-D46, HAdV-D13 and HAdV-D38, HAdV-D19 and HAdV-D37, HAdV-D30 and 

HAdV-D49, have highly similar fiber knob with >99% sequence similarity. HAdV-D28 

and HAdV-D43, HAdV-D8 and HAdV-D9, and HAdV-D20 and HAdV-D47 (Table 8 

and Figure 12) suggest that they share similar cross-neutralization and hemagglutination-

inhibition (Madisch et al., 2005). The least possible divergence score between the pairs 

HAdV-D22 and HAdV-D42 is identified with a 9.6% score to determine a new genotype.  

 

Table 8 

HAdV Divergence Score to Determine Genotype 

ID1 ID2 Fiber knob % 
Divergence 

HAdV-D22 HAdV-D42 9.6 

HAdV-D39 HAdV-D38 9.3 

HAdV-D20 HAdV-D47 8.0 

HAdV-D8 HAdV-D9 7.4 

HAdV-F40 HAdV-F41 7.1 

HAdV-B7 HAdV-B11 5.8 

HAdV-B11 HAdV-B14 5.7 

HAdV-D28 HAdV-D43 5.0 
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ID1 ID2 Fiber knob % 
Divergence 

HAdV-D30 HAdV-D49 1.5 

HAdV-D19 HAdV-D37 0.9 

HAdV-D13 HAdV-D38 0.7 

HAdV-D24 HAdV-D46 0.5 

HAdV-B21 HAdV-B50 0.4 

HAdV-B34 HAdV-B35 0.4 

HAdV-D32 HAdV-D33 0.1 

HAdV-D44 HAdV-D48 0.1 

Note: Listed are divergence scores of fiber knob nucleotide sequences to derive the genotype. For species D, HAdV-

D22 and HAdV-D42 have the lowest divergence score to differentiate genotypes within the species. For species B, 

HAdV-B7 and HAdV-B11 were identified with lowest divergence score of 5.8%. 
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Note: This fiber knob phylogenetic tree is constructed from CLUSTALW aligned MSAs and neighbor-joining methods 

using MEGA. The bar shows a scale of 0.1 nucleotides per site in the alignment. Phylogenetic distance-based pairs are 

highlighted in green solid diamonds. 

Figure 12: Phylogenetic Tree of Fiber Knobs from 52 HAdV Genotypes 
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2.2.3 Percent Identity-Based Analysis (IBA) – Bioinformatics Application 

Percent identity-based analysis (IBA) was applied to characterize each 

hypervariable region: HVR1, RGD, L1, L2, and fiber knob. For a given new genome, 

variable sequences are determined as described in SBA in Section 2.1. The HVR1 

sequence is aligned with individual sequences in the data set comprising HAdV 1–52 

genotypes. Pairwise sequence alignment is performed to determine the percent identity 

scores. Scores are parsed from the results and used to calculate percent divergence score. 

This iterative process is automated to do an alignment, and to parse the scores to generate 

the results. Percent divergence scores are sorted for individual epitopes. The divergence 

score is compared with the cutoff; if it is greater than the cutoff, it is a new type. For 

example, if a new genome presents a L1 divergence score that is 2.8% with HAdV-D23, 

the L1 is assigned as HAdV-D23 for new genome, since the cutoff is 5.8%. 

The “HAdVGenotypingTool” application performs SBA as a first step (Figure 

13), and the epitope sequences are saved. Newly extracted epitope sequences are used as 

input, pairwise alignment is performed for the reference data set of sequences from 

HAdV-1 through 52. Parsed identity scores are saved for each epitope and based on the 

cutoff value, the application determines whether the new epitope is a pre-existing or new 

type. The results are saved to an output file for reference. Characterization of new human 

adenoviruses are referred by distinct recombination in the PH) open reading frames (Seto 

et al., 2011) and epitope level recombination.  
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Notes: The epitopes predicted and extracted based on BLAST analysis of unknown HAdV FASTA sequences are used 

to determine the pairwise identity/divergence with the reference data set. Based on closely related pairs in the 

phylogenetic tree, the divergence score is determined as a cutoff percentage to determine a new genotype.Compare the 

score to determine the genotype based on the cutoff for each epitope. 

Figure 13: Percent Identity Based Analysis (IBA) for Characterizing Human Adenovirus Capsid Proteins 

 

2.2.4 Results 

HAdV-D70. Whole genome SBA predicted that HAdV-D70 is highly similar to 

HAdV-D27 with 96.5% BLAST identity score. Nucleotide similarity analysis identified 
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the predicted penton base as that of HAdV-D38 with 97.8%, with the hexon similar to 

those from HAdV-D30 and HAdV-D37 with a score of 97.0%, and the fiber is identical 

to that from HAdV-D29 with a 99.9% score. These data indicate hexon is a 

recombination of -D30 and -D37. Epitope level analysis predicted penton base HVR1 has 

an identity of 100.0% with HAdV-D37. RGD is HAdV-D38 with a 98.9% score, 

indicating that penton base is recombination origin, so is noted as “P70”. Predicted data 

show that L1 is 100% identical with HAdV-D37, while L2 is a recombination of HAdV-

D30 and HAdV-D37 with a 100% score. Since hexon is apparently a recombination of 

HAdV-D30 and HAdV-D37, it is considered novel, and the assignment is H70. The fiber 

knob is highly similar to HAdV-D29, with 95.8% identity; therefore, it is F29. Therefore, 

the final name assignment is P70/H70/F29.  

HAdV-D100. SBA predicted that HAdV-D100 has HAdV-D48 penton base with 

96.7% identity, hexon HAdV-D17 with 98.5% identity. The fiber is 90% similar with 

HAdV-D30, and D49. The epitope level analysis showed HVR1 with 100.0% identity 

with HAdV-D38 and 97% identity with HAdV-D48 for RGD, proving that penton base is 

a recombination of HAdV-D38 and HAdV-D48. The hexon gene’s loop regions L1 and 

L2 showed 99% similarity to HAdV-D17. The fiber knob score with HAdV-D49 and 

HAdV-D30 is 97.0%. HadV-D30 and -D49 cross react at hemagglutination inhibition 

with high sequence similarity (Madisch et al., 2005). IBA predicted a 0.0% divergence 

with HAdV-D38 for HVR1, HAdV-D48 for RGD. The precent divergence for L1 and L2 

is <0.7, which is below a cutoff of 5.8% and 3.2% respectively with HAdV-D17. The 
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fiber knob region showed 1.02% and 1.2% divergence scores with HAdV-D49 and 

HAdV-D30, respectively. Thus, the final assigned genotype is P100/H17/F30. 

2.3 Phylogeny Based Analysis (PBA) 

2.3.1 Background 

The correct identification of adenovirus isolated from human diseases had been 

complicated, in some instances, by contradictory typing using the then “state-of-the-art” 

serological methods. These protocols and reagents only allowed for the assay of two 

epitopes, derived from the major viral capsid, hexon, and fiber (PHF) (Gahery-Segard et 

al., 1998; Madisch et al., 2005). In particular, one serological method, hemagglutination, 

targeted the fiber protein and was limited by reagents and inconclusive reactions. In the 

DNA sequencing era, particularly the genome sequencing era, a proposal to use whole 

genome data to distinguish, identify, and type human adenoviruses was proposed in 2011 

(Seto et al., 2011). This followed two novel successful applications identifying, 

characterizing, and typing two novel adenoviral pathogens, HAdV-53 and -55 (Walsh et 

al., 2009, 2010). The genome data provided for sequence comparisons as well as 

phylogenetic determinations. These methods were also used by other investigators in the 

adenovirus research community (Ishiko et al., 2008; Kaneko et al., 2011; Aoki et al., 

2008; Zhou, 2012; Gonzalez, 2014; C. M. Robinson, 2011). The new types are referred to 

as “genotypes” due to their genomic characterization and differences. In particular, the 

current accepted algorithm is to characterize the three major capsid proteins, the penton 

base (P), hexon (H), and fiber (F) proteins. The distinct recombination in penton base, 

hexon, and fiber (PHF) open reading frame (ORF) denominated new genotypes in human 
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adenoviruses. The closest reference genotype clustered in the corresponding phylogenetic 

tree is assigned to each ORF (Figure 15–Figure 22).  

2.3.2 Materials and Methods 

Phylogenetic analysis is performed using MEGA version 7.0.14 (Saitou et al., 

1987; Tamura et al., 2004; Kumar, 2016). The distance-based phylogenetic trees are 

constructed based on the nucleotide sequences of major capsid proteins and epitopes 

using the neighbor-joining method. Bootstrap values were estimated with 1000 

replications for reliability of individual nodes in the tree (Saitou et al., 1987; Tamura et 

al., 2004; Kumar, 2016), with a bootstrap value of 70 considered robust or “meaningful.” 

Multiple sequence alignments (MSAs) are generated using a ClustalW algorithm.  
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Note: An Unknown genome is analyzed at the hypervariable regions, derived from, and designated penton base (HVR1 

and RGD), hexon (L1 and L2), and fiber (knob). The phylogenetic analysis and subsequent trees show putative 

evolutionary relationships, using known genotypes as reference. 

Figure 14: Flow Chart for the Phylogenetic Based Method for Characterizing the Three Capsid Proteins of 

HAdV 

 

Phylogenetic Tree Building 

The phylogenetic trees were constructed using MEGA software. The evolutionary 

distances were computed using the Maximum Composite Likelihood method (Tamura et 
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al., 2007) and are in units of the number of base substitutions per site. The distances from 

each sequence to all others were calculated and stored in a matrix. The trees were 

constructed from the distance matrix using a specific tree-building algorithm Neighbor-

Joining method (Saitou et al., 1987). The analysis involved 52 nucleotide sequences. All 

positions containing gaps and missing data were eliminated. The phylogenetic trees are 

constructed with 1000 bootstrap iterations. The scale at the bottom of the tree (Figure 15 

through Figure 22) represents 0.1 nucleotides per site in the MSA.  

2.3.3 Results 

MEGA generated neighbor-joining (NJ) phylogenetic trees of the HAdV whole 

genomes and the capsid genes along with their discriminatory hypervariable regions, 

penton base (HVR1 and RGD loops), hexon (L1 and L2), and fiber (knob region) with 

the nucleotide (Figure 15 through Figure 22). The phylogenetic tree of the hexon genes 

(Figure 15) shows closely related type pairs that subclade with each other: HAdV-D15 

and HAdV-D29, B11 and B35, B3 and B7, D13 and D37, and D39 and D43. 

Phylogenetic analysis of hexon’s hypervariable regions, L1 (Figure 16A) and L2 (Figure 

16B) confirm the close clades as well. 

2.3.4 Discussion 

HAdV-D53. The HAdV-D53 SBA results indicate that its penton base is identical 

with HAdV-D37, its hexon is 98% similar to HAdV-D22, and its fiber is 100% identical 

with HAdV-D8. Therefore, the predicted genotype is P37/H22/F8. Of the penton base, 

the HVR1 and RGD sequences showed 0.0% divergence to HAdV-D37, indicating that 

the penton base is identical with HAdV-D37. With regards to the hexon, the 
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hypervariable regions L1, L2, predicts 0.78% and 0.0% divergence score with HAdV-

D22The fiber knob shows 0.0% divergence with HAdV-D8, which indicates it is 

identical to HAdV-D8. Therefore, the predicted genotype is P37/H22/F8. The 

phylogenetic tree of penton base clustered with HAdV-D37 with 100% bootstrap value 

(Figure 15A). Hexon, L1, and L2 nucleotide phylogenetic tree shows the HAdV-D53 

clustering with HAdV-D22 with 100% (Figure 18A, Figure 19A, and Figure 20A) 

bootstrap values. Fiber and fiber knob trees showed a 100% boot scan (Figure 21A and 

Figure 22A) value with HAdV-D8. Since all three results are in concurrence, these 

indicate that HAdV-D53 is a novel genotype that is designated P37/H22/F8 in accordance 

with accepted nomenclature practice. 

HAdV-D54. The BLAST analysis indicates that its penton base is similar with 

HAdV-D45 with 93.6% score, whereas HVR1 show equivocal identities with HAdV-D25 

and HAdV-D10 with 90.0%. The phylogenetic tree of penton base and HVR1  

(Figure 15A and Figure 16A) provide the evidence for the blast results. The hexon gene 

is closest to HAdV-D32 with 91.2% identity, whereas variable loops L1, L2 are closest to 

HAdV-D32 and HAdV-D9 with 81.6% and 87.7% identities, indicating that HAdV-D54 

has a new hexon. Phylogenetic analysis proves there is no significant closely related 

single genotype for hexon, L1, and L2 (Figure 18A, Figure 19A, and Figure 20A). The 

fiber gene is closest with HAdV-D8 with 96.7% identity. The phylogenetic tree  

(Figure 21A) shows HAdV-D54 is closely branched with HAdV-D53 and HAdV-D8 

with 100% boot scan value, proving that HAdV-D54 has a recombination penton base 

and hexon gene and HAdV-D8 fiber gene; hence, the assigned genotype is P54/H54/F8. 
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HAdV-B55. SBA shows that HAdV-B55 has a penton base of HAdV-B14 with 

99.6% identity, HAdV-B11 hexon with 98%, and HAdV-B14 fiber with 99.5% identity 

scores (Walsh et al., 2010). Epitope-level analysis proves the results that HAdV-B55 is a 

recombination genotype of HAdV-B11 and HAdV -B14. HAdV-B55 is very closely 

clustered with HAdV-B14 for penton base, HVR1, and RGD (Figure 15B, Figure 16B 

and Figure 17B) with a significant boot scan value (>80%). Phylogenetic analysis of fiber 

and fiber knob (Figure 21C and Figure 22C) concur with the SBA and IBA results, 

proving that HAdV-B55 genotype is P14/H11/F14. 

HAdV-D56. BLAST analysis of HAdV-D56 predicts that penton base is similar 

to HAdV-D10, hexon is similar to HAdV-D15, and fiber is similar to HAdV-D9 with 

99.8%, 98.7%, and 99.5% identities, respectively. Epitope-level analysis indicates that 

HVR1 has 0.0% divergence with HAdV-D9 and HAdV-D10. The RGD region of HAdV-

D56 showed 0.0% divergence with HAdV-D9; hence, penton base is a recombination of 

HAdV-D9 and HAdV-D10, proving it is new genotype. The penton base phylogenetic 

tree shows HAdV-D56 is closely related with HAdV-D10 with a significant boot scan 

value (Figure 15A, Figure 16A and Figure 17A). L1 is equivocally identical to HAdV-

D29 and HAdV-D15 with 0.7% divergence. Similarly, the L2 showed 0.0% divergence 

with HAdV-D29. The phylogenetic trees of L1 and L2 concur the predictions shown in 

Figure 19A and Figure 20A. The fiber knob showed 6.9% divergence with HAdV-D9, 

phylogenetic tree (Figure 22A), HAdV-D56 is branched with HAdV-D9. In conclusion, 

HAdV-D56 assigned genotype is P56/H15/F29. 
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HAdV-C57. The SBA indicate that HAdV-C57 penton base is highly similar to 

HAdV-C1 with 99.8%, hexon is only 89% similar to HAdV-C6, and fiber is again 99.6% 

similar to HAdV-C6. A more detailed analysis of hexon gene’s hypervariable region L1 

shows the closest match found in the data set is with HAdV-C6 with only 77.7% identity, 

and for L2, the closest match found is HAdV-C2 with 92% identity, indicating that hexon 

is a recombination of HAdV-C6 and HAdV-C2. The phylogenetic tree of L1  

(Figure 19C) is clustered with HAdV-C6 in the same clade but distantly aligned. The L2 

tree (Figure 20B) HAdV-D57 is clustered with the HAdV-C2 clade, proving that hexon is 

new. Fiber and fiber knob BLAST analysis shows that HAdV-C57 is highly similar to 

HAdV-C6 with 99.6% identity. Figure 21B and Figure 22B show the evidence that fiber 

and fiber knob are closely clustered with HAdV-C6. HAdV-C57 has P1/H57/F6. 

HAdV-D58. The BLAST search of HAdV-D58 against the reference data set 

found the closest match with HAdV-D49 with 97.0%, HAdV-D33 with 94.8%, and 

HAdV-D29 with 98.2% identity for penton base, hexon, and fiber, respectively. Further 

epitope-level analysis identified HVR1 is equivocally identical with HAdV-D10 and 

HAdV-D9 with 98.33%. Whereas RGD is 94.6% similar with HAdV HAdV-D44, 

proving that penton base is a recombinant. Analysis of hexon gene’s L1, L2 and constant 

region showed 88.7% similarity to HAdV-D33, 89.7% with HAdV-D33, and 98.5% with 

HAdV-D38, respectively, which shows that hexon is a recombinant. Fiber and fiber knob 

analysis found that it is closest to HAdV-D29 with >98.2% identity. Therefore the 

assigned genotype for HAdV-D58 is P58/H58/F29. 
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C 

 
D 

Note: (A) species D; (B) species B and E; (C) species C; (D) species A, F, and G. 

Figure 15: Phylogenetic Tree of Human Adenovirus Penton Base Nucleotide Sequence Constructed by 

Neighbor-Joining Method with 1000 Bootstrap Replicates 
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A 

 
B 

 
C 

Note: (A) species D; (B) species B, E, and C; (C) species A, F, and G. 

Figure 16: Phylogenetic Tree of Human Adenovirus HVR1 of Penton Base Nucleotide Sequence Constructed by 

Neighbor-Joining Method with 1000 Bootstrap Replicates 
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A 
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C 

Note: (A) species D; (B) species B; (C) species A, C, E, F, and G. 

Figure 17: Phylogenetic Tree of Human Adenovirus RGD of Penton Base Nucleotide Sequence Constructed by 

Neighbor-Joining Method with 1000 Bootstrap Replicates 
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A 

 
B 

 
C 

 
D 

Note: (A) species D; (B) species B; (C) species C; (D) species A, F, and G. 

Figure 18: Phylogenetic Tree of Human Adenovirus Hexon Nucleotide Sequence Constructed by Neighbor-

Joining Method with 1000 Bootstrap Replicates 
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A 
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C 

 
D 

Note: (A) species D; (B) species B; (C) species C; (D) species A, F, and G. 

Figure 19: Phylogenetic Tree of Human Adenovirus L1 of Hexon Nucleotide Sequence Constructed by 

Neighbor-Joining Method with 1000 Bootstrap Replicates 
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A 
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C 

Note: (A) species D; (B) species B, C, and E; (C) species A, F, and G. 

Figure 20: Phylogenetic Tree of Human Adenovirus L2 of Hexon Nucleotide Sequence Constructed by 

Neighbor-Joining Method with 1000 Bootstrap Replicates 
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Note: (A) species D; (B) species C and E; (C) species B; (D) species A, F, and G. 

Figure 21: Phylogenetic Tree of Human Adenovirus Fiber Nucleotide Sequence Constructed by Neighbor-

Joining Method with 1000 Bootstrap Replicates 
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A 
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C 

Note: (A) species D; (B) species C and E; (C) species A, B, F, and G. 

Figure 22: Phylogenetic Tree of Human Adenovirus Fiber Knob of Fiber Nucleotide Sequence Constructed by 

Neighbor-Joining Method with 1000 Bootstrap Replicates 
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2.3.5 HAdV- Bioinformatics Tool for Genotyping Human Adenoviruses 

A bioinformatics pipeline (http://www.genotyper.info/Genotyper/) is developed to 

accurately identify and characterize human adenovirus isolates through their genomes. 

This is a Java-based application. The purpose of this application is to identify the 

genotype of a given unknown using its whole genome FASTA sequence. The 

HAdVGenotypingTool pipeline (Figure 23A) contains “Input”, “prog”, and “refdb” 

folders, a “HAdVGenotypingTool.class” file, and a “RUN_THIS.cmd” file. The user 

copies unknown a whole genome (query) FASTA format sequence into the “Input” 

folder. The “prog” folder contains a dependency application such as BLASTn, EMBOSS, 

and CLUSTAL executable files. The “refdb” folder contains reference data sets such as 

whole genome, penton base, hexon, fiber, HVR1, RGD, L1, L2, Con, and fiber knob 

gene databases of genotypes HAdV 1 through 52. The “RUN_THIS.cmd” file is double-

clicked to execute the “HAdVGenotypingTool.class” file to generate the results. The user 

copies any unknown or query human adenovirus genome into the “Input” folder. An 

example sequence to illustrate this is retrieved from Genbank (accession number 

LC215433.1, Human adenovirus DNA, complete genome, strain: case110_20131573) 

(Figure 23B). The loaded FASTA sequence is processed through a Java application to run 

a BLAST-based analysis, which aligns to reference data sets and determines the capsid 

proteins, penton base, hexon, and fiber, and the epitopes HVR1, RGD, L1, L2, Con, and 

fiber knob. Processed results are displayed in a table format (Table 9), which contains the 

input file name – “case110.fasta”, sequence identifier – “LC215433.1, Human adenovirus 

DNA, complete genome, strain: case110_20131573”, sequence length – “35152”, Base 

http://www.genotyper.info/Genotyper/
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count – “A:8021, G:9936, C:9943, and T:7252, GC% 56.55%, AT% 43.45%”. Identified 

protein genotypes are as follows: penton base, hexon, and fiber are “HAdV-D37 for all 

three”. Epitope-level recombination analysis provides that all HVR1, RGD, L1, L2, Con, 

and fiber knob are identified as “HAdV-D37”, indicating that the loaded sequence is 

“HAdV-D 37 genotype”. The BLAST results are displayed as text files for reference and 

further analysis. 

 

 
A 

 
B 

Note: (A) The pipeline contains “Input”, “prog”, and “refdb” folders, a “HAdVGenotypingTool.class” file, and a 

“RUN_THIS.cmd” file. The query genome is copied into the “Input” folder. The “prog” folder contains dependency 

applications to run BLAST, EMBOSS and CLUSTAL. The “refdb” folder contains reference data sets of whole 

genome, penton base, hexon, fiber, HVR1, RGD, L1, L2, Con, and fiber knob gene databases of genotypes HAdV 1 

through 52. The “RUN_THIS.cmd” file executes the “HAdVGenotypingTool.class” file to generate the results. (B) The 

“Input” folder contains a HAdV whole genome FASTA sequence “case110.fasta” (Accession number LC215433.1) 

copied into the “Input” folder. 

Figure 23: Bioinformatics Pipeline Folder Structure of “HAdVGenotypingTool” Tool 
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Table 9 

Results Output from the HAdVGenotypingTool 

Property Value 

Input File Name case110.fasta 

Seq. Identifier LC215433.1 Human adenovirus DNA, complete genome, strain: 

case110_20131573 

Seq. Length 35152 

Base Count A: 8021 

G: 9936 

C: 9943 

T: 7252 

Content GC: 56.55% 

AT: 43.45% 

Protein P: 37 

H: 37 

F: 37 

Protein level 

Prediction 

HAdV-D37 

Recombinants hvr1: 37 

rgd: 37 

l1: 37 

l2: 37 

con: 37 

fiber knob: 37 

Recombinant level 

Prediction 

HAdV-D37 

BLAST Files case110_penton.txt 

case110_hexon.txt 

case110_fiber.txt 
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Property Value 

case110_pentonbase.fasta 

case110_hexon.fasta 

case110_fiber.fasta 

case110_hvr1.txt 

case110_rgd.txt 

case110_l1.txt 

case110_l2.txt 

case110_con.txt 

case110_fk.txt 

case110_hvr1.fasta 

case110_rgd.fasta 

case110_l1.fasta 

case110_l2.fasta 

case110_con.fasta 

case110_fk.fasta 
 

Percent Identity 
Analysis 

Variable Region: 

HAdV 
(Divergence%): 

hvr1: 1.6 

rgd: 1.5 

l1: 5.8 

l2: 3.2 

con: 3.2 

fk: 9.6 

hvr1: D37 (0.0), D42 (1.59) 

rgd: D37 (0.0) 

l1: D37 (0.0) 

l2: D37 (0.0) 

con: D37 (0.42), D25 (0.83), D24 (1.25) 

fk: D37 (0.1), D19 (0.96) 

Alignment Files hvr1.aln 

rgd.aln 

l1.aln 

l2.aln 

con.aln 

fk.aln 
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Property Value 

Tree Files File Copy To Clipboard View 

hvr1.phb Copy View 

rgd.phb Copy View 

l2.phb Copy View 

con.phb Copy View 

l1.phb Copy View 

fk.phb Copy View 
 

Note: The HAdV sequence “case110.fasta” is characterized and results are displayed as follows: Input file name, 

sequence identifier, sequence length, base content, GC%, AT%, matched genotypes for capsid proteins and identified 

recombinations at epitope level and BLAST results are displayed in the results page of the application. 

 

The pipeline creates an “Output” folder for the results, which contains a folder for 

BLAST results of capsid proteins and epitopes and whole genome sequence, another 

folder for percent identity scores, and a folder for phylogenetic analysis. The BLAST 

folder contains the results of nucleotide BLAST results for penton base, hexon, and fiber, 

and epitopes HVR1, RGD, L1, L2, Con, and fiber knob. SBA extracts corresponding 

nucleotide sequences of “case110” based on BLAST alignment. The extracted sequences 

are used for further pairwise alignment analysis to find the percent identity, and to do the 

multiple sequence alignment for phylogenetic analysis, which is used to construct the 

phylogenetic trees. Pairwise alignment scores in IBA-level analysis (Table 10) show that 

“case110” is HAdV-D37 genotype. The pipeline folder “PercentIdentity” has the detailed 

results of individual epitopes for reference. 
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Table 10 

Pairwise Alignment Scores of the HAdV Epitopes, HVR1, RGD, L1, L2, Con and Fiber Knob 

Epitope First Closest Genotype 

HVR1 D37(0.0) 

RGD D37(0.0) 

L1 D37(0.0) 

L2 D37(0.0) 

Con D37(0.42) 

fiber knob D37(0.1) 

Note: These epitopes are used to determine the recombination in penton base, hexon, and fiber. Percent divergences 

score along with first closest genotype is listed for “case110” indicating that it belongs to HAdV-D37 genotype. 

 

The PBA results can be accessed from the “CLWIO” folder from the pipeline. 

This folder contains an individual epitope’s multiple sequence alignment and 

phylogenetic tree, which are generated by comparing the “case110” epitope sequence 

with a reference data set derived from the HAdV 1 to 52 genotypes. Figure 24 shows the 

phylogenetic trees of HVR1, L1, and fiber knob. LC215433.1 is very closely related to 

HADV-D37 in the phylogenetic tree of HVR1 (Figure 24A), L1 (Figure 24B), and fiber 

knob (Figure 24C) confirms the results.  



 

 

7
0

 

 
A 

 
B 

 
C 

Note: (A) HVR1 phylogenetic tree’ (B) L1 phylogenetic tree; (C) Fiber knob phylogenetic tree of “case110” with HAdV genotypes 1 to 52 references. 

Figure 24: Phylogenetic Trees of “case110” with Reference Data Set 
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2.3.6 Recombination Sites Identifier 

Genome recombination is an evolutionary process in human adenoviruses, 

producing new genotypes (Walsh et al., 2009). It usually occurs between strains of the 

same species, likely due to sequence similarity and cell tropism. Recombination rates 

vary across different HAdV species; for example, HAdV-D types are more likely to 

recombine as compared to HAdV-B types (Robinson et al., 2013). Homologous 

recombination is the critical mechanism for genome diversity (Szekvolgyi et al., 2010; 

White, 2011; Marques-Bonet & Eichler, 2009). Comparison studies of recombination and 

mutation rates between HAdV-Ds and HAdV-Bs showed that rho/theta is <1 for HAdV-

Ds and it is >1 for HAdV-Bs, which indicates recombination is the major diversity factor 

within species D and mutations play an important role in species B (Robinson et al., 

2013). GC-rich sites are associated with increased genomic stability and relative 

resistance to homologous recombination (Gruss et al., 1991). 

A bioinformatics pipeline has been developed to identify the potential 

recombination pairs within a given query whole genome sequence. HAdV-D genomes 

have the highest GC content (Figure 3). HAdV-D genomes are highly conserved and 

possess among the highest GC content among all HAdV species. Gene-by-gene analysis 

for GC content revealed that regions of the HAdV-D genome most likely to undergo 

homologous recombination also contain abrupt reductions in GC content. 

The pipeline is written in Java and is portable. A jar file is used to execute the 

application. A whole genome sequence FASTA file is copied to the “input” directory and 

the user runs the application. The genome sequence is split into 15mer sequences  
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(Figure 25), the base count is calculated to deduce the GC% and AT % (Figure 26). The 

number of G and C is divided by the total number of bases in 15mer and multiplied by 

100 to get the GC%. The results are written into a tab delimited text file (

 

Note: GC% and AT %. GC% and AT % are important because high GC content is associated with genome stability and 

resistance to recombination. For a given nucleotide sequence the method calculates the GC and AT percentages and 

filters if the % > 61.6% or not. 

 // this method will find the char percentage if >=61% return Y else N 

public static String getCharNum(String str) 

{ 

 String gcatInfo = ""; 

 String strUp = str.toUpperCase(); 

 char[] cArray = strUp.toCharArray();  

 int freqA = 0, freqT = 0, freqG = 0,freqC = 0 ; 

 for(int i = 0; i < cArray.length ; i++) 

 { 

  if(cArray[i]=='A')// looking for 'a' only 

  { 

   freqA++; 

  } 

  if(cArray[i]=='T') 

  { 

   freqT++; 

  } 

  if (cArray[i]=='G') 

  { 

   freqG++; 

  } 

  if (cArray[i]=='C') 

  { 

   freqC++; 

  } 

 } 

 int at =  freqA + freqT; 

 int gc =  freqG + freqC; 

 float percentAT = (at * 100)/15f; 

 float percentGC = (gc * 100)/15f; 

 String atCheck = ""; 

 String gcCheck = ""; 

 if(percentAT >= 61.6) 

 { 

  atCheck = "Y"; 

 } 

 else 

 { 

  atCheck = "N"; 

 } 

 if(percentGC >= 61.6) 

 { 

  gcCheck = "Y"; 

 } 

 else 

 { 

  gcCheck = "N"; 

 } 

gcatInfo = (15 + "\t" + gc + "\t" + at + "\t" +  gcCheck + "\t" + atCheck); 

 

 return gcatInfo; 

} 
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Figure 26: A Java Method to Determine Base Count of a Given Nucleotide Sequence 

 

Table 11) which has sequence, length, number of GC, AT and checked status of 

GC% >= 61.6% and AT% >= 61.6 “Y” or “N”. 

 

 

Note: This method generates 15mers from a given whole genome FASTA sequence. These are used as subunits to 

determine GC/AT transition zone for 30mers, 45mers and 60mers. 

Figure 25: Bioinformatics pipeline to identify recombination hot spots 

 

 // this method takes wholegenome string and gives 15mers 
public static String[] get15mer(String s, int chunkSize) 

{ 

 int arraySize = (int) Math.ceil((double) s.length() / chunkSize); 

 String[] returnArray = new String[arraySize]; 

 int index = 0; 

 for(int i = 0; i < s.length(); i = i+chunkSize) 

 { 

  if(s.length() - i < chunkSize) 

  { 

   returnArray[index++] = s.substring(i); 

  } 

  else 

  { 

   returnArray[index++] = s.substring(i, i+chunkSize); 

  } 

 } 

 return returnArray; 

} 
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Note: GC% and AT %. GC% and AT % are important because high GC content is associated with genome stability and 

resistance to recombination. For a given nucleotide sequence the method calculates the GC and AT percentages and 

filters if the % > 61.6% or not. 

Figure 26: A Java Method to Determine Base Count of a Given Nucleotide Sequence 

 

 // this method will find the char percentage if >=61% return Y else N 

public static String getCharNum(String str) 

{ 

 String gcatInfo = ""; 

 String strUp = str.toUpperCase(); 

 char[] cArray = strUp.toCharArray();  

 int freqA = 0, freqT = 0, freqG = 0,freqC = 0 ; 

 for(int i = 0; i < cArray.length ; i++) 

 { 

  if(cArray[i]=='A')// looking for 'a' only 

  { 

   freqA++; 

  } 

  if(cArray[i]=='T') 

  { 

   freqT++; 

  } 

  if (cArray[i]=='G') 

  { 

   freqG++; 

  } 

  if (cArray[i]=='C') 

  { 

   freqC++; 

  } 

 } 

 int at =  freqA + freqT; 

 int gc =  freqG + freqC; 

 float percentAT = (at * 100)/15f; 

 float percentGC = (gc * 100)/15f; 

 String atCheck = ""; 

 String gcCheck = ""; 

 if(percentAT >= 61.6) 

 { 

  atCheck = "Y"; 

 } 

 else 

 { 

  atCheck = "N"; 

 } 

 if(percentGC >= 61.6) 

 { 

  gcCheck = "Y"; 

 } 

 else 

 { 

  gcCheck = "N"; 

 } 

gcatInfo = (15 + "\t" + gc + "\t" + at + "\t" +  gcCheck + "\t" + atCheck); 

 

 return gcatInfo; 

} 
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Table 11 

List of 15mers and their GC, AT % 

Line 
Number 

Sequence Sequence 
Length 

Number 
of GC 

Number 
of AT 

GC >= 
61.6% 

AT >= 
61.6% 

1 CATCATCATAATATA 15 3 12 N Y 

2 CCCCACAAAGTAAAC 15 7 8 N N 

3 AAAAGTTAATATGCA 15 3 12 N Y 

4 AATGAGCTTTTGAAT 15 4 11 N Y 

5 TTTAACGGTTTTGGG 15 6 9 N N 

6 GCGGAGCCAACGCTG 15 11 4 Y N 

7 ATTGGACGAGAAGCG 15 8 7 N N 

8 GTGATGCAAATAACG 15 6 9 N N 

9 TCACGACGCACGGCT 15 10 5 Y N 

10 AACGGCCGGCGCGGA 15 12 3 Y N 

11 GGCGTGGCCTAGGCC 15 12 3 Y N 

12 GGAAGCAAGTCGCGG 15 10 5 Y N 

13 GGCTAATGACGTATA 15 6 9 N N 

Note: The input whole genome sequence is split into 15mer units. The results have tab delimited files with sequence, 

length of sequence, number of GCs, number of ATs, and least possible percent (9 out of 15 bases) to determine GC rich 

or AT rich zones. 

 

Another method, called “getRecombPatterns” (Figure 27), identifies the 

consecutive sites where GC% rich is followed by AT% moderate and the transition to 

GC% low to AT% high. All 30mers, 45mers and 60mers are listed in a tab delimited text 

file (Table 12). Identifying GC-rich/AT-rich or GC-rich/GC-AT moderate/AT-rich sites 

of 15 bases to 60 bases are more useful in recombination analysis and prototyping of 

human adenovirus genomes (Robinson et al., 2013).  
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Note: Patterns with 30-45 nucleotide length are parsed and written in output. 

Figure 27: Method to Identify GC-rich and AT-rich Patterns after Filtering with >= 61.6% 

 

Table 12 

List of Recombination Transition Zones. Identified Recombination GC-rich and AT-rich Sites 

Line 
Number 

Sequence Sequence 
Length 

Number 
of GC 

Number 
of AT 

GC >= 
61.6% 

AT >= 
61.6% 

12 GGAAGCAAGTCGCGG 15 10 5 Y N 

13 GGCTAATGACGTATA 15 6 9 N N 

 // This method finds the patterns YN NN NY and YN NY 

public static void getRecombPatterns( LinkedHashMap<String, String> lhmp, String OpFile){ 

 String firstPLine = ""; String secondPLine = "";String thirdPLine = ""; 

 String fourthPLine = "";boolean bCondition1 = false; boolean bCondition2 = false; 

 boolean bCondition3 = false;String strKey, strValue; 

 Set<String> set = lhmp.keySet(); Iterator<String> iter = set.iterator(); 

 try{ 

  FileWriter fw = new FileWriter(OpFile, false); 

  BufferedWriter bw = new BufferedWriter(fw); 

  String hdr = "LineNumber" + "\t" + "NucleotideNum"+ "\t" + "Sequence" + "\t" + "SequenceLength" + 

"\t" + "NumberOfGC" + "\t" + "NumberOfAT" + "\t" + "GC >= 61.6%" + "\t" + "AT >= 61.6%"; 

  bw.write(hdr);bw.newLine(); 

  while(iter.hasNext()){ 

   strKey = iter.next().toString();strValue = lhmp.get(strKey).toString(); 

   String [] strTemp = strValue.split("\t");String sComp = strTemp[6] +  strTemp[7]; 

   if(sComp.equals("YN")){ 

    firstPLine = strValue; 

    bCondition1 = true;bCondition2 = false;bCondition3 = false;} 

   else if(sComp.equals("NN")){ 

    if(bCondition1 == true){ 

     if(bCondition3 == true){ 

     bCondition1 = false; 

     bCondition2 = false;bCondition3 = false;} 

     else if(bCondition2 == true){ 

      thirdPLine = strValue; bCondition3 = true;} 

     else{ 

      secondPLine = strValue; 

      bCondition2 = true;}}} 

   else if(sComp.equals("NY")){ 

    if(bCondition3 == true){ 

     fourthPLine = strValue; 

     bw.write(firstPLine);bw.newLine(); 

     bw.write(secondPLine);bw.newLine(); 

     bw.write(thirdPLine);bw.newLine(); 

     bw.write(fourthPLine);bw.newLine(); 

     bw.write("--------------------------------\n");}  

    else if(bCondition2 == true){ 

     thirdPLine = strValue; 

     bw.write(firstPLine);bw.newLine(); 

     bw.write(secondPLine);bw.newLine(); 

     bw.write(thirdPLine);bw.newLine(); 

     bw.write("--------------------------------\n");}  

    else if(bCondition1 == true){ 

     secondPLine = strValue; 

     bw.write(firstPLine);bw.newLine(); 

     bw.write(secondPLine);bw.newLine(); 

     bw.write("--------------------------------\n");} 

      

    bCondition1 = false;bCondition2 = false;bCondition3 = false;} 

   else{ 

    bCondition1 = false;bCondition2 = false;bCondition3 = false;}} 

   

  bw.close();} 
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Line 
Number 

Sequence Sequence 
Length 

Number 
of GC 

Number 
of AT 

GC >= 
61.6% 

AT >= 
61.6% 

14 AAAAAGCGGACTTTA 15 5 10 N Y 

 

37 TGAGCTCCGCTCCCA 15 10 5 Y N 

38 AAGTGTGAGAAAAAT 15 4 11 N Y 

 

72 AAACGCCTCCTGCGC 15 10 5 Y N 

73 TCTGTGTTACATGAA 15 5 10 N Y 

 

89 CCCAGTGGCGAGAGG 15 11 4 Y N 

90 CGAGCAGCTGTTGAA 15 8 7 N N 

91 AAAATTGAGGACTTG 15 5 10 N Y 

 

95 CGCCCCAGGAACTAG 15 10 5 Y N 

96 GCGCAGCTGTGCTTA 15 9 6 N N 

97 GTCATGTGTAAATAA 15 4 11 N Y 

Note: Recombination sites 30mers, 45mers and 60mers are predicted by the application. 

 

2.3.7 Conclusion 

Proper identification and characterization of new human adenovirus genotypes are 

very important. Clinical features and whole genome analysis including the major capsid 

proteins, penton base, hexon, and fiber, along with detailed genomic and phylogenetic 

analysis of specific capsid epitopes HVR1, RGD, L1, L2, and fiber knob, provide more 

clarity as to possible recombination of a novel HAdV genotype. The 

HAdVGenotypingTool results predicted through all three methods—SBA, IBA, and 
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PBA—of the genotyping tool are in concurrence. As discussed, this reported 

bioinformatics pipeline is not limited to human adenovirus identification; it has scope for 

expansion to other adenoviruses as well, especially identifying and characterizing new 

simian adenovirus. 
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CHAPTER 3 

GENOTYPING TOOL FOR STAPHYLOCOCCUS AUREUS 

3.1 Abstract  

Staphylococcus aureus is the leading cause of skin and soft tissue infections 

worldwide. Strain typing is critical for understanding the epidemiology in the outbreak 

investigation of the pathogen. The highly variable spa gene provides a sensitive method 

for distinguishing S. aureus isolates. The spa gene product is a surface antigen with Ig-

binding activity that is involved in immune evasion. Spa includes a variable Xr region 

that has multiple repeats, usually 8 amino acids in length. Repeats within an Xr region 

may have different amino acid sequences. Over 16,500 variants of the spa gene are 

known to date. Combined with other methods such as multi-locus sequence typing 

(MLST), spa typing provides high resolution strain identification. In this paper, we 

developed an open-source spa typing program that does not requires helper applications. 

The program can be integrated into bioinformatics pipelines and can analyze complete 

draft genome sequences.  

3.2 Introduction 

Staphylococcus aureus is a gram-positive bacterium causing nosocomial 

infections (National Nosocomial Infections Surveillance System, 1999), skin and tissue 

infections, pneumonia, septicemia, and hospital associated infections (HAIs) in humans. 
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The emergence of methicillin-resistant S. aureus (MRSA) (Okuma et al., 2002) has 

become a major concern in the hospital environment and community settings due to the 

high mortality of the infections caused by these strains. Thus, understanding and 

controlling the spread of the infection is of utmost importance. 

S. aureus is a heterogenous/polymorphic species (Fitzgerald et al., 2001). It does 

not undergo extensive recombination and is differentiated largely by mutations (Feil et 

al., 2003). Multilocus enzyme electrophoresis (MLEE) and multilocus sequence typing 

(MLST) have been used for typing for years (Maiden et al., 1998). However, no single 

technique is efficient due to different requirements and accumulation of genetic variation. 

To discriminate types of MRSA accurately and reliably, a single locus DNA-sequencing 

of the repeat region of the Staphylococcus protein A gene (spa) can be used. A 

polymorphic 24-bp (exceptions 21-bp to 30-bp) variable number tandem repeats (VNTR) 

between 5’ and 3’ (Shopsin et al., 1999; Shopsin et al., 2000). For each repeat, Xr  

(Figure 28) is assigned a numerical code. The numerical code pattern is used to deduce 

spa type (Figure 29). Spa-gene: s – signal sequence, E, D, A, B, C – IgG binding 

domains, X – region lacks IgG binding activity and contains repeat region (Xr) and C-

Terminal region (Xc). 1095F and 1517R indicate annealing. 

 

 
Figure 28: Scheme of the Spa Gene with Annealing Sites 
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Figure 29: Spa Typing Schema 

 

3.3 Materials and Methods 

The spa sequence contains unique 24bp sequence repeat patterns flanked between 

5’ and 3’ primers that determine the type. 

3.3.1 Bioinformatics Pipeline – Java Application 

Based on market research that has been conducted for available spa typing 

applications, there are two freely available spa typing resources: the DNAGear program 

(w3.ualg.pt/~hshah/DNAGear/) and the web-based spa typing service at the Center for 

Genetic Epidemiology in Lyngby, Denmark (https://cge.cbs.dtu.dk/services/spatyper/). 

Due to lack of capabilities such as batch processing, identifying, and extracting the gene 

as an input to find the type, a Java-based bioinformatics application called SpaTyper has 

been developed (Figure 30, Figure 31, and Figure 32). Inputs for the program are Xr repeat sequences (Note: There are 

816 repeat sequences available till date. Repeat sequences r1 to r715 are listed. 
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Figure 33 and spa type (Table 13 definitions (available from http://spa.ridom.de/), 

and a spa gene sequence or a set of draft genomes contig sequences in FASTA format. 

SpaTyper uses pattern matching (Figure 31) to identify the spa gene Xr region (Figure 

30) and compare it to known gene variants.  

 

 

Note: Identifies the repeats that have conserved 5’ and 3’ primers. If matched, assign the type; otherwise, it is a novel 

spa type. 

Figure 30: Java Application – HAdVGenotypingTool 

 

 public static String getSpa(String pattern, String spaRepeatsIP) 
 { 
  String spa = ""; 
 
  LinkedHashMap<String, String> lhmSpaRpts = new LinkedHashMap<String, 
String>(); 
  lhmSpaRpts = getLhmSpas(spaRepeatsIP); 
 
  boolean idExists = false; 
 
  idExists = lhmSpaRpts.containsKey(pattern); 
  if(idExists) 
  { 
   spa = lhmSpaRpts.get(pattern); 
  } 
  else 
  { 
   spa = "Novel_Spa"; 
  } 
  return spa; 
 } 
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Note: Identifying the 3’ and 5’ regions within the sequence. 

Figure 31: Pattern Finder Method 

 

 public static String patternfinder(String contigID, ArrayList<String> Al, String 
rptsIP, String seqContig) 
 { 
  String opStr = ""; 
  TreeMap<Integer, String> startTm = new TreeMap<Integer, String>(); 
  TreeMap<Integer, String> endTm = new TreeMap<Integer, String>(); 
  TreeMap<Integer, String> allTm = new TreeMap<Integer, String>(); 
 
  for(int i = 0; i < Al.size(); i++) 
  { 
   String strTemp [] = Al.get(i).split("\t"); 
   int startKey = Integer.parseInt(strTemp[3]) ; 
   int endKey = Integer.parseInt(strTemp[4]); 
   String val = Al.get(i); 
   startTm.put(startKey, val); 
   endTm.put(endKey, val); 
   allTm.put(Integer.parseInt(strTemp[3]), val); 
  } 
  opStr = getSeqStr(startTm, endTm, allTm, rptsIP, seqContig); 
 
  return contigID + "\t" + opStr; 
 } 
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Note: Repeat patterns are flanked by conserved 5’ and conserved 3’ primers. Extracted repeats are compared to existing 

types to determine the novel type. 

Figure 32: Complete Spa Sequence Extraction Method 

 

 public static String getCompleteSpaSeq(String rptSeqInfo, LinkedHashMap<String, 
String> Lhm5, LinkedHashMap<String, String> Lhm3) 
 {   
  . . . 
  while(iter3.hasNext()) 
  { 
   String key3 = iter3.next(); 
   if(key3.equals("3'Missing")) 
   ... 
   else 
   { 
    String Temp [] = key3.split("\t"); 
    int ThreeStart = Integer.parseInt(Temp[3]); 
    int ThreeEnd = Integer.parseInt(Temp[4]); 
    int diff3 = ThreeStart - endIndx; 
    if(diff3 >= 18 && diff3 <= 1000) 
    { 
     threeDifTm.put(diff3, key3 
    ... 
  Set<String> set5 = Lhm5.keySet(); 
  Iterator<String> iter5 = set5.iterator(); 
  while(iter5.hasNext()) 
  { 
   String key5 = iter5.next(); 
   if(key5.equals("5'Missing")) 
   . . .    
  } 
  if(fiveDifTm.size() > 0) 
  { 
   ... 
op = SpaGene5PrStartIndx + "\t" + "NA" +  ":" + prime5Str + "\t" + "NA" + "\t" + 
minDif5 + "\t" + "NA"; 
    . . . 
    if(threeDifTm.size() > 0) 
    { 
     . . . 
     op = SpaGene5PrStartIndx + "\t" + "NA" +  ":" + 
prime5Str + "\t" + "NA" + "\t" + minDif5 + "\t" + "NA"; 
    } 
   . . . 
  } 
  else 
  { 
   if(threeDifTm.size() > 0) 
   { . .     . . . 
    op = SpaGene5PrStartIndx  + "\t" + SpaGene3PrEndIndx +  
":" + "NA" + "\t" + prime3Str + "\t" + "NA" + "\t" + minDif3; 
   } 
   else 
   { 
    op = SpaGene5PrStartIndx + "\t" + "NA" +  ":" + "NA" + 
"\t" + "NA" + "\t" + "NA" + "\t" + "NA"; 
 
  return op; 
 } 
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Note: There are 816 repeat sequences available till date. Repeat sequences r1 to r715 are listed. 

Figure 33: Repeat Sequences FASTA Sequences 

 

Table 13 

Patterns and Spa Types 

Spa Type Repeats Pattern Number of Repeats 

t0001 26-30-17-34-17-20-17-12-17-16 10 

t0002 26-23-17-34-17-20-17-12-17-16 10 

t0003 26-17-20-17-12-17-17-16 8 

t0004 

t0005 

09-02-16-13-13-17-34-16-34 

26-23-13-23-31-05-17-25-17-25-16-28 

9 

12 

t16213 08-16-02-16-02-25-17-24-02-16-02-25-17-24 14 

t16214 08-16-02-16-34-13-130-34-34 9 

t16215 26-23-17-34-17-20-17-20-17-12-17-17-16 13 

t16216 

t16213 

07-23-23-21-16-34-33-625 

08-16-02-16-02-25-17-24-02-16-02-25-17-24 

8 

14 

Note: There are 19817 types available till date. Number of repeats per pattern and specific spa types are listed. 

 >r01

GAGGAAGACAACAACAAGCCTAGC

>r02

AAAGAAGACAACAAAAAACCTGGC

>r03

GAGGAAGACAATAACAAACCTGGT

>r04

GAGGAAGACAATAACAAGCCTGGT

>r05

AAAGAAGACAACAAAAAGCCTGGC

…

>r711

AAAGAAGACGGCAACAAAACTGGC

>r712

GAGGAAGACAAAAACAAACCTGGT

>r713

AAAGAGGATAACAACAAACCTGGT

>r714

AAAGAAGACAACAACAAGCCCGGC

>r715

AAAGAAGACGGCAACAAACCTCGC
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The program searches both forward and reverse strands of the DNA sequence for 

matching known spa gene repeats. The application identifies at least one of the four 

(ACAACAAAA, ACACCAAAA, GCAACAAAA, GCACCAAAA) available 9 bp 5’ 

conserved sequences 250 bp upstream of the first repeat, and finds at least one of the two 

(TACATGTCGT, TATATGTCGT) available 10 bp 3’ conserved sequences downstream 

250 bp of the last repeat. If a complete Xr region (one or more repeats flanked by 5’ and 

3’ conserved sequences) (Figure 29) is found, the application compares it to known spa 

types. A new pattern results in a novel type. 

3.3.2 Portable Spa Typing Program Run Procedure 

Computer Requirements: Current version of JRE should be installed in the system. 

Run With arguments: Program takes two input arguments from the user: 

1. Sequence files Dir 

2. Output directory path 

Java –jar SpaTyper.jar Sequences_dir_path output_dir_path 

Run Without arguments: Direct the command prompt to the folder where the SpaTyper 

application is downloaded. Ex: “PortableSTP” folder.  

Java –jar SpaTyper.jar 

Output: 

Identified 3’, 5’, repeats and spa information files are in the output folder. Final tab 

delimited summary is created as “Summary.txt”. 
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3.4 Results 

SpaTyper identifies known and novel spa types. It flags partial spa Xr regions 

lacking the 5’ and/or 3’ conserved sequence as being partial type. It detects novel repeats, 

identified as ~24 bp sequences adjacent to known repeats. The program writes a tab-

delimited text report, which includes the pattern of repeats, the spa type, and the DNA 

sequence of the Xr repeat region (Table 14). On a standard Windows computer, SpaTyper processes a draft S. aureus 

genome in about one minute. Using the application, we typed 145 strains, of which there were 125 known spa types, 3 

new spa types, and 17 partial genes (Note: The algorithm shows that out of 100% results, SpaTyper identified 86% 

known strain types, 2% novel strain types, and 12% partial genes. 

Figure 34). The next generation sequencing technology generates split contigs. 

The application identifies partial genes because of split contig.  

 

Table 14 

SpaTyper Results 

 
 

 Sample Contig Spa type Pattern

IDXXX84 Rev_ IDXXX84_contig00008 t487 08-16-02-16-34-13-17-34-16-34-34

IDXXX85 Rev_ IDXXX85_contig00005 t3643 04-17-34-17-32-23-24-24-24

IDXXX86 Rev_ IDXXX86_contig00006 t5413 11-19-10-21-17-34-24-34-22-25-25

IDXXX86 Rev_ IDXXX86_contig00019 Incomplete (3' Missing) 11

IDXXX93 IDXXX93_contig00006 Novel Spa 07-23-12-34-34-12-12-34-12-12-23-02-12-23

IDXXX96 Rev_ IDXXX96_contig00065 Incomplete (5' Missing) 24-25
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Note: The algorithm shows that out of 100% results, SpaTyper identified 86% known strain types, 2% novel strain 

types, and 12% partial genes. 

Figure 34: SpaTyper Predicted Results Venn Diagram 

 

The algorithm shows that out of 100% results, SpaTyper identified 86% known 

types, 2% novel types, and 12% partial genes. 

The final tab delimited output shows the id, contig with orientation, predicted spa 

type and identified pattern (Table 14). 

Repeats are assigned a numerical code. There are 816 repeat sequences available 

in Ridom SpaServer (https://spaserver.ridom.de/). Repeat sequences r1 to r715 are listed 

(Note: There are 816 repeat sequences available till date. Repeat sequences r1 to r715 are 

listed. 

Figure 33). 

The spa type is deduced from the order of specific repeats. There are 19817 spa 

types available in spa server. The number of repeats per pattern and specific spa types are 

listed (Table 13). 

86%

2%
12%

Predicted spa Types

Known Spa Types

New Spa Types

Partial Gene
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3.5 Conclusion 

The SpaTyper (http://www.genotyper.info/Spatyper/) is used to identify the 

strains on clinical samples, and it worked for large sample sets. The program is open 

source, platform independent, and it does not need a helper application to extract a spa 

gene. It allows batch processing and can be easily integrated into a large pipeline. The 

SpaTyper identifies incomplete Xr regions, while DNAGear reports a spa type for partial 

Xr regions and CGE SpaTyper reports “N/A” for the spa type. SpaTyper has the 

advantage of reporting novel repeats, while DNAGear truncates the Xr region and CGE 

web service reports an “N/A” as spa type. The user does not need to provide a spa gene 

sequence in a single contig in the sense orientation as input and it allows batch processing 

of draft genomes. 
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APPENDIX A. 

CD8 AND CD4 EPITOPE PREDICTIONS IN RV144: NO STRONG EVIDENCE 

OF A T-CELL DRIVEN SIEVE EFFECT IN HIV-1 BREAKTHROUGH 

SEQUENCES FROM TRIAL PARTICIPANTS 

Introduction 

As HAdVs are not considered an especially dangerous human pathogen causing 

high mortality rates, epitope prediction was applied to the Human Immunodeficiency 

Virus (HIV) problem. In other words, a similar protocol and tool was used to develop, 

script, and validate a viral pathogen typing protocol based on genome sequences. In the 

case of HIV, a double-blind clinical vaccine trial dataset has been analyzed and 

published.  

HIV was identified in the 1980s (CDC, 1981). It uses white blood cells called T-

helper cells (CD4 cells) for its replication. The CD4 count refers to the number of T-

helper cells per cubic milliliter of blood. So, if a person’s CD4 count drops below 200, 

they are said to have Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS). If patients are 

untreated, it may take 10–15 years to develop AIDS. According to the Centers for 

Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), more than 1.2 million people in the United States 

are living with HIV infection and 50,000 new infections occur every year. In 2013 in the 

United States, 1,194,039 people were diagnosed with AIDS. 
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There are many different strains of HIV, with HIV-1 the most common found 

worldwide. HIV-2 is found mainly in Western Africa, India, and Europe. HIV is an 

icosahedral enveloped retrovirus (120 nm sized). It carries two copies of single-stranded 

RNA, with a length of 9749bp (https://www.Aids.gov). Virus reverse-transcribed DNA 

codes for the structural proteins, Gag, Env, Polymerase, regulatory proteins Tat and Rev, 

and the accessory proteins Nef, Vpu, Vif, and Vpr. Epitopes on Env recognize hosT-cell 

receptors, which allows entry into a hosT-cell for replication (Mutch et. al., 1994). The 

first phase, 2–4 weeks after infection, is the acute phase, with the CD4 count dropping 

until the host immune system activates. The second chronic phase, lasting 10 to 12 years 

if not treated, results in the CD4 count dropping to below 200 MM3 and causing AIDS. 

Opportunistic infections such as cancers, pneumonia, and tuberculosis result in death. 

Currently, there are no approved therapeutic vaccines for HIV. Thirty clinical 

trials are ongoing, with NIAID funding (https://niaid.nih.gov). The Military HIV 

Research Program (MHRP) started the RV144 clinical trial in 2003 in Thailand to test the 

mosaic vaccine effect using ALVAC-HIV and AIDSVAX B/E gp120 vaccines. Results 

showed 31% estimated protection against HIV-1 infection for vaccine recipients 

compared to the placebo group. 

Materials and Methods 

From RV144 participants who became HIV-1-infected during the RV144 trial 

(diagnosed between June 14, 2004, and February 12, 2009), near full-length HIV-1 

genomes were sequenced from single RNA templates corresponding to plasma samples 

collected at the time of HIV-1 diagnosis (Genbank accession numbers JX446645–
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JX448316). Sequences from these 110 subjects, who were infected with CRF01_AE 

viruses, were translated to amino acid (AAc) sequences. 

The vaccine inserts sequences corresponded to the two lab strains of HIV-1 

subtype B and two CRF01_AE viruses isolated in Thailand in 1990 and 1992. ALVAC-

HIV canary pox prime [vCP1521] is a chimeric construct that concatenates Gag and Pro 

of HIV-1 subtype B (strain LAI), with gp120 of CRF01_AE (strain 92TH023) fused to a 

28-AAc-long segment of the transmembrane-anchoring portion of gp41 from HIV-1-B 

strain LAI (HXB2 position AAc 684∶711 of HXB2 gp160). The AIDSVAX B/E boost 

was composed of two gp120 proteins with N-terminal truncations (HIV-1 protein started 

at AAc 42 of HXB2 gp160): one protein was HIV-1 subtype B (strain MN) and one was 

HIV-1 CRF01_AE (strain CM244). 

High-resolution typing of class I and II HLA was performed by DNA sequence-

based typing (SBT) and by the sequence-specific oligonucleotide probe (SSOP) method. 

CD4 9mer and CD8 15mer epitopes were predicted for HAL and HLA-DR alleles 

(Hurley et al., 2006). Epitopes were predicted using the translated AAc sequences 

corresponding to Gag, Pol, Env, and Nef based on each subject’s class I and II HLA 

alleles. In parallel, epitopes were predicted in the vaccine insert sequences using all of the 

HLA/HLA-DR alleles in the cohort of 110 RV144 subjects. For each subject, all unique 

HLA-peptide binding pairs were retained. Subject-specific epitopes were matched to the 

vaccine-derived epitopes—epitopes were matched when the subject- and vaccine-derived 

peptides (with the same HXB2 positions) had at least 67% AAc identity or a maximum of 

3 mismatches for a 9-mer. 
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Results 

Predicted Gag epitope repertoires were smaller in the vaccine than in placebo 

recipients (p = 0.019). After comparing participant-derived epitopes to corresponding 

epitopes in the RV144 vaccine, the proportion of epitopes that could be matched differed 

depending on the protein conservation (only 36% of epitopes in Env vs 84%–91% in 

Gag/Pol/Nef for CD8 predicted epitopes) or on vaccine insert subtype (55% against 

CRF01_AE vs 7% against subtype B). To compare predicted epitopes to the vaccine, we 

analyzed predicted binding affinity and evolutionary distance measurements. 

Comparisons between the vaccine and placebo arm did not reveal robust evidence for a 

T-cell driven sieve effect, although some differences were noted in Env-V2 (0.022≤p-

value≤0.231). The paucity of CD8 T-cell responses identified following RV144 

vaccination, with no evidence for V2 specificity, considered together both with the 

association of decreased infection risk in RV 144 participants with V-specific antibody 

responses and a V2 sieve effect, led us to hypothesize that this sieve effect was not T-

cell-specific. Overall, our results did not reveal a strong differential impact of vaccine-

induced T-cell responses among breakthrough infections in RV144 participants. 
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